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 ABSTRACT 2
This project report explores ‘What is Svend Brinkmann’s critique in regards to the culture of 
individualistic authenticity, and does this concept still have a future?’ Our approach to this project 
was two-fold and so we have used Constructivism and Hermeneutic as an approach. 
Over the years for not to say over the past centuries, the idea of being authentic has changed and 
developed into new meanings. The denotation ‘individualistic authenticity’ has developed alongside 
the development of individualism. There has been more and more focus, which has manifested upon 
the individual, and this plays an important role in regards to the new connotations of authenticity. 
The focus upon the individual of which we find in today’s society may have consequently led to many 
self-development technologies, and there is a greater emphasis upon the individual’s feelings. Svend 
Brinkmann, educated MSc. Psych., Ph.D., published his book “Stå Fast”, which attempts to break with 
what he refers to as being an enforcement of self-development technologies. We have examined his 
book through two methods of analysis, and his claims are currently under discussion and evaluation; 
while some agree with his viewpoints, others question them. We believe it is important to ask these 
questions. Do we live in a Western society where we are constantly required to adapt to endless 
changes, relate to ourselves and if so is there room for one to be his or her authentic self? In order to 
respond to this question we have explored historical aspects, philosophical aspects, psychological 
aspects and cultural aspects. In conclusion, we have put these different aspects into perspective as to 
discuss Svend Brinkmann’s book and conclude in relevance to our problem definition. This paper 
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concludes that there is no definite answer to the question of what it means to be authentic. However, 
the research points towards a balanced approach when taking the question into consideration.  
 
Dette projekt undersøger ’What is Svend Brinkmann’s critique in regards to the culture of 
individualistic authenticity, and does this concept still have a future?’ Vores tilgang til dette projekt 
består af to forskellige metoder: Hermeneutisk og Konstruktivisme. 
I årenes løb, for ikke at sige i løbet af de seneste århundreder, har idéen om at være autentisk ændret 
sig og udviklet nye betydninger. Denotationen ’individualistisk autentisitet’ har udviklet sig parallelt 
med udviklingen af individualisme. Der er kommet et større fokus, hvilket har manifesteret sig på 
individet, og dette spiller en vigtig rolle i forhold til de nye konnotationer af autentisitet. Dette fokus 
på individet, som vi finder i samfundet i dag, kan som konsekvens have medført mange selvudviklings 
teknologier, og den enkeltes følelser spiller en større rolle. Svend Brinkmann, uddannet cand.merc. 
Psych., Ph.D., udgav sin bog "Stå Fast" i år, og bogen forsøger at bryde med det, han betegner som 
værende tvungne selvudviklingsteknologier. Vi har undersøgt hans bog gennem to analysemetoder og 
hans påstande bliver for øjeblikket drøftet og evalueret; nogle er enige med hans synspunkter, andre 
stiller spørgsmål til dem. Vi mener, det er vigtigt at stille disse spørgsmål. Mon vi lever i et vestligt 
samfund, hvor vi hele tiden bliver stillet krav til at skulle tilpasse os endeløse forandringer, forholde os 
til os selv? I så fald, er der så plads til at være ens eget autentiske selv? For at kunne besvare dette 
spørgsmål har vi undersøgt historiske aspekter, filosofiske aspekter, psykologiske aspekter samt 
kulturelle aspekter. Slutteligt har vi sat disse aspekter i perspektiv, for så at kunne konkludere på Svend 
Brinkmanns bog. Dette projekt konkluderer, at der ikke er noget definitivt svar på spørgsmålet hvad vil 
det sige at være et autentisk menneske. Undersøgelserne peger dog mod en balanceret tilgang til 
dette spørgsmål.  
 DIMENSIONS 3
In this project, we have chosen to work with two dimensions, as they are both relevant in answering 
the project formulation. The first Dimension we have used in this project is Philosophy & Science. This 
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dimension is relevant for multiple reasons. First, the author of the book, which this project evolves 
around, is based on the philosophy of Stoicism, and its contrary, the philosophy of Hedonism. Second, 
the phenomenon of authenticity is a concept that countless of philosophers has pondered about, for 
example Sartre, Kierkegaard and Rousseau. Therefore, this dimension was an obvious choice to work 
with within this project. 
The second Dimension we have used in this project is History & Culture. This dimension is also 
relevant for multiple reasons. First, we need the historical aspect of individuality, in order to shed light 
on where the concept arose. We have therefore worked with Charles Taylor and his book The Ethics of 
Authenticity, because it clarifies how the era of enlightenment was a part of the beginning of the 
“culture of individuality”. Second, our project focuses on a political and social scientific problem, 
which we felt dealt with certain aspects of the culture of our society, ergo the labour market, the 
competitive mentality and the individual point of view. 
 
 INTRODUCTION  4
When Coaching and Positive thinking began to develop in society, it was seen to promise what was 
missing in the culture; a new religion. Since the era of the enlightenment, society has focused on the 
individual. Coaching and positive thinking was the new religion that focused enough on the individual 
to make the individual have faith in it. Individual improvement is important in today’s culture. It has 
become a normality to go to a coach or a psychologist, so they can help you solve the big puzzle of life. 
It helps the individual to be able to keep up with the constant change and improvement in society, 
both at your work but also in your personal life and to be happy, one have to be positive and authentic 
at the same time. However, some philosophers, priests, sociologist etc. are criticizing this constant 
improvement in society. What does it mean to be authentic? And does being authentic have anything 
to do with this constant improving society where people are forced to keep up in order to be a part of 
the society? In order to understand this contemporary role of Coaching and Positive thinking as a new 
religion, this thesis will try to assess the critique of the culture of individualistic authenticity. 
Authenticity is a broad and controversial term. However, it is clearly associated with several other 
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social and personal concepts, such as morals, ethics, history, and the socio-political reality1,2. The 
thesis will utilize both social scientific literature, historical literature, and other relevant literature to 
compare the role of the critique of the culture of individualistic authenticity in each of these cases. 
Through an analysis, this paper will argue that a focus on individuality has increased from the 1600 
until today, where Coaching and Positive Thinking has been dominant in that development. As the 
literature will show these perspectives have been looked at in detail by academics, for example Svend 
Brinkmann. However, as it stands there is no final supposition for this dissertation. 
 PROBLEM DEFINITION 5
What is Svend Brinkmann’s critique in regards to the culture of individualistic authenticity, and does 
this concept still have a future? 
5.1 DEFINITION OF AUTHENTICITY 
In order to answer our problem definition, we have chosen to define the term authenticity. However, 
it is important to note that this definition is only to be considered in regards to having a stand for 
further discussion. 
The term authentic has its roots in the seventeenth and eighteenth century, and can be seen as a 
result of individualism’s triumph in this period. Here it was seen as a new western ideal and it can be 
viewed as a discipline. In regards to its meaning, one can argue that it has two properties. First of all, it 
can describe something as being and possessing exactly what it is presumed to be and possess, in all 
its aspects of the something. However if one makes the division between something being authentic 
and then the characteristic human attribute of being authentic, the explanation of authenticity 
becomes larger and more vague. 
Though the same sense of definition of the something, being authentic is viable here as well, however 
questions that are more philosophical arise. The obvious could be; “what is it to be oneself, and how 
                                                          
1http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/authenticity/ 
2Fillitz, T and Saris J, 2013, “Debating authenticity: concepts of modernity in anthropological 
perspective”, p. 1 
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can one be true or authentic to that” or how one should regard the question of authenticity in relation 
to all types of human relationship, such as family, duty, or the nation-state. The problem in regards to 
the human attribute of being authentic, is undoubtedly in relation to the subjectivity of the individual 
– conceivably and as mentioned, because of individualisms relation to the ideal of authenticity. 
Clearly, the question of authenticity is one that is hard to answer. However, it is evident that it is 
intertwined with many factors and different relations of such as ethics, morals, history, as well as the 
socio-political reality3,4. 
5.2 DEFINITION OF CULTURE 
In terms of the fact that we are examining the culture of the individual, we have chosen to define the 
term culture. The term culture can have many different connotations e.g. it can relate to the 
philosophy and practices in a company or an organization, a way of living in a particular nation/society, 
a particular period, as well as it can relate to particular social behaviors5. In order for us to further 
account for the term culture, we have chosen to use a chapter in a book by Thomas Sterns Eliot, 
“Notes towards the Definition of Culture”, as our theoretical background- the chapter is titled “The 
three senses”6. The author Thomas Sterns Eliot (1888-1965) was an American-English poet, literary 
critic and publisher7, and the book, which we have chosen to use, was published in 1948. Here 
Thomas Sterns Eliot presents culture as a systematic, shared system of belief that cannot be planned 
or artificially constructed8. He distinguishes between different associations of which the term culture 
has, and he bases the distinguished associations on whether one is looking at the development of an 
individual, of a group/class, or of a whole society9. He states that part of his thesis is that culture of 
the individual is dependent on the culture of a group or a class, and the culture of a group or class is 
                                                          
3
http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/authenticity/ 
4
Fillitz T. and Saris A., 2013, Debating authenticity: concepts of modernity in anthropological perspective, p. 1 
 
5
http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/45746#eid123279841 
6
Sterns, T., 1948, Notes towards the Definition of Culture, chapter Three senses of ‘Culture’ 
7http://global.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/184705/TS-Eliot 
8http://global.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/1776042/Notes-Towards-the-Definition-of-Culture 
9Sterns, T., 1948, Notes towards the Definition of Culture, p. 21 
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dependent on the culture of the whole society10. With this, one can find the culture of a society being 
the main key, and what should be examined first when examining the culture of an individual. We 
have chosen this idea of the term culture, because this definition works aligned with how we examine 
the culture of the individual. With this definition of culture, we aim to answer our problem 
definition.  As we aim to define the critique in regards to the culture of individualistic authenticity, we 
find it necessary to examine ethics, moral, history and socio-political reality within the western 
society. 
 
 SCIENCE, THEORIES AND METHODOLOGIES 6
There are two central concepts which are relevant in a scientific project; theory and method. There is 
no concrete definition of these concepts, but here is how we use them in our project. 
1.1 THEORIES 
In this scientific project, we will use theory as a part of our argumentation. Theory is something that 
can explain (interpret and understand) connections and tendencies, which in other ways may seem 
chaotic, immeasurable or unintelligible. Theories are used to simplify and generalize the conditions 
they wish to explain. Theory can also be used as a way of modelling, as it points out certain factors 
(aspects and variables), which are particularly interesting, useful, and leaves out other unnecessary 
factors. In this way, you can say that a theory is a model of explanation. Necessary elements used in 
theories are concepts, and certain theories use certain concepts in certain ways. You can say that a 
theory is a connected system of concepts. Sometimes the concept in a theory can become the theory. 
 
                                                          
10
Ibid. P. 21 
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1.1.1 Constructivism 
When working with our project and problem formulation, we have examined Svend Brinkmann’s book 
by the use of different conceptions, which are anchored in the Hermeneutic theory. Hermeneutic is a 
theory of scientific method, which’s focus is on the ability to obtain understanding of conditions 
between the subject and the object, as well as understanding others. In Hermeneutics, it is 
understood that the subject is interpreting the object. The subject can interpret the object with 
different given background conceptions. For instance, when looking at two different subjects: one, a 
subject which has an intentional state as to only believe in what can be measured, and a subject 
which believes in Christianity, we can perhaps assume that they may end up having two different 
perceptions of the consequences given in a, for example, accelerating culture seen in today’s society. 
The Hermeneutic theory uses this to create an understanding of the object, e.g. one might have one 
understanding of the object, but after investigating it, one might understand the object differently. 
Hermeneutics is using a deductive form of project; one makes a hypothesis just like we have made a 
hypothesis when working with the book of Svend Brinkmann, and afterwards we prove or disprove 
this hypothesis. If the first hypothesis is disproved you change the hypothesis or make a new 
hypothesis. In Hermeneutics, one can use different forms of methods, and we have chosen to use 
discourse analysis, source criticism, and qualitative investigations. Our group have chosen to use the 
Hermeneutic theory to investigate Svend Brinkmann’s book, because we want to investigate whether 
or not this book and his accusations as well as his so-called antidote really are reliable.   
1.1.2 Hermeneutics 
On a further note, we have chosen to make use of the theory Constructivism. Constructivism is 
another theory of scientific method, which focuses on the conditions between the subject and the 
object. In this theory, the subject is affected by the object and vice versa. In relation to our project, we 
have chosen to analyze and reflect upon the debate “Er tidens krav om selvudvikling djævlens værk?”, 
and we can state that in this process the debate, being the object, is affected by the way we reflect 
upon it. Furthermore, we being the subjects are affected by the accusations and proposals given in the 
debate by Svend Brinkmann, Ebbe Lavendt, Sørine Gotfredsen, Susan Christensen and the host 
Christian Schou. In addition, the subject affects the meaning of the object in, for example, the debate, 
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because we reflect upon the debate with a particular background. The analysis is individual and in the 
process of analyzing and reflecting, the object as well as the subject are shaped. The theory 
Constructivism operates by the use of an inductive form of project, which is based on, for example, 
interviews. The way of which one concludes are upon strategies and the analysis made as well as one 
reflects upon the generalizability of the themes’ given in the debate. In order for us to reflect upon 
this debate, we have chosen to analyze the debate through an argument analysis so we can clarify 
what the different participants of the debate are really stating. 
 
6.1 METHODOLOGIES 
In this project, we will use methods as the way we are working with our collected data. Therefore, the 
reader can follow the choices we have made in our project. We will use a theoretical method, which is 
how we have chosen, read and combined the theories.. Here we use qualitative and quantitative 
methods. We also use a theoretical science position in our discussion with a realistic method, to make 
sure the reader understands our discussion of paradigm and our line of work. 
1.1.3 The analysis of argumentation 
As to strip down the arguments made in the debate “Er tidens krav om selvudvikling djævelsen 
værk?”11, we have chosen to use the method by Alec Fisher called “The logic of real arguments”. By 
applying this method to the debate, one can strip down the arguments made and further evaluate 
what really is being said. The procedure is as follows: one identifies the reasons for the presented 
conclusions by using the formula: R1 + R2    conclusion. E.g. Susan Christensen whom speaks from a 
coach’s perspective, makes the conlusion: ”Så jeg er enig med Svend Brinkmann, når han går ud dog 
kritiserer systemet, men at kræve at det er den enkelte, der tager den kamp, det vil have meget store 
omkostninger for den enkelte, så det vil jeg ikke anbefale”. As aforementioned, in order for one to 
evaluate the given conclusion, one ought to identify and thus examine the reasons that supports or 
demonstrates the conclusion12. In order to find the reasons to a conclusion, Alec Fisher mentions the 
use of reason indicators. Alec Fisher presents the reason indicators as being ‘because, as, for, since, 
                                                          
11
http://www.dr.dk/tv/se/p1-debat-pa-dr2/p1-debat-pa-dr2-497 
12
Fisher, A., 1988, The logic of real arguments, p. 18 
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follows from the fact that, the reason being, firstly, secondly, may be inferred from the fact that etc’. 
Sometimes an argument consists of what Alec Fisher calls intermediate conclusions13. At times, an 
argument is more complex than at other times, and not as straightforward to analyze as the above-
mentioned formula demonstrates. An argument may consist of various reasons and a conclusion, 
which is used as a reason for further conclusion, a final conclusion. Alec Fisher presents the 
conclusion, which is just a reason for a final conclusion, and he calls it the intermediate conclusion. 
Thus, the formula displayed earlier has been expanded and now looks like this: Basic reason1 + Basic 
reason2 + Intermediate conclusion1 + Basic reason3  Final conclusion. In the given formula, the 
intermediate reason and reason3 are immediate reasons for the final conclusion
14. As aforementioned, 
this method has helped us clarify what the arguments in the debate really were or consisted of, and 
we found it helpful to follow the instructions given in the book by Alec Fisher’s, chapter 2. 
1.1.4 The analysis of discourse 
A discourse analysis is made to understand the use of specific language in certain a text. It is used to 
extract the basic ideas and worldview from which the arguments occur. This is done by looking at the 
writers’ use of words and sentences with a certain charge, whether it is positive or negative. 
It is a delimited and constructed opinion- and action analysis, which creates a system of words used to 
make a meaning of a text. It depends on the social reality the text deals with. In a discourse analysis, 
you analyze the linguistic constructions in a text, and it is dependent on the connotation of the words 
and the sentences. A piece of literature can never be neutral, since the word and/or sentences always 
will have a specific meaning dependent on the connection it is given in. E.g. the word “poor” has the 
discourse of being in a low-income group. A discourse analysis focuses primarily on the words that are 
used to give a certain phenomenon a certain meaning. In a discourse analysis, it is important to notice 
that we use language as a tool to interact in and with society. That the reality is a linguistic 
construction - we define what is in the world by our words. In a discourse analysis, you go around a 
                                                          
13
Ibid. P. 21 
 
14
Ibid. P. 21 
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texts nodal point, chain of equivalence, chain of difference, antagonisms and the form of discourse 
used. The nodal point is given to be the texts main theme and is the key word that is fundamental for 
a text. It gives a certain meaning to everything else that is communicated throughout the text. E.g., 
the word “democracy” has a political discourse. A chain of equivalence is consistent of the words that 
is attached to the nodal point and is in that way creating a certain meaning. It is a construction 
between chains of words that constructs differences between certain phenomena’s. A chain of 
difference is consistent of the same words as the chain of equivalence; however, that chain of 
difference divides the words in two, to create contradictions. When the words are divided in the 
chains of difference, they become antagonisms to each other. A discourse thrives on conflicts of 
interest. This is mostly in negative constructed ways. There are different types of discourses; one is the 
inner-outer-discourse. The inner-outer-discourse consists of inclusion versus non-inclusion, being a 
part of a group or not being a part of a group or good versus evil. Then there is front-back-discourse, 
which is working with time - putting two eras up against each other and in that way creating 
contradictions. Finally, there is up-down discourse, where up refers to the people or institutions in the 
top of the power pyramid, and down shows the people or institutions in the lower half of this power 
balance. There are several layers to discourses: one being deep discourses, which are the ones that 
are mostly rooted in the society and therefore hardest to change. Then there are the medium deep 
discourses, which are easier to change, but still they are rooted in the society and the mind of the 
people. Finally, there are the non-deep discourses, which consist of statements that are made in a 
present time, which can change quickly. 
1.1.5 Source criticism 
We have chosen to use source criticism in order to review and establish the quality and viability of the 
sources we have used. This will allow us to have a good basis for working on the whole project paper. 
Thus be able to conclude and discuss on our problem definition correctly. 
The core idea of having good sources is firstly to have numerous and diverse sources to cover the 
subjects. However, it is just as important that one is critical and objective towards these sources. 
Therefore, we have commented and argued if and when there would be a need to argue for the 
viability of a source and the use of it. Furthermore, as to remain true to the method of source criticism 
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we have emphasized when we use sources that are contradictory.15 
Additionally it is important even when the sources are obviously viable to have an emphasis still on 
the factuality of the information provided in regards to the sources.16 This is important even though 
one can reasonably presume the viability of sources of academic nature; this is because one cannot 
always be sure of the immediate purpose of a source, or its method or interpretation. Every source of 
such a nature has been taken into consideration throughout contemplation in accordance to its 
academic nature. Therefore, we found it only rational to mention source criticism when relevant.   
In order to use source criticism one could ask the following questions in regards to a source; who is 
the author of the source? Is the source objective or does it have a purpose (i.e. facts or opinions, 
biased views)? One can examine the authenticity of the information pretended. Furthermore, the 
relevance of the source can be questioned.17 
In accordance with primary and secondary sources, a perspective is important in order to establish 
whether a source is dependent on other sources or is in itself a source. Thus, one can use the terms, 
respectively: secondary sources or primary sources. This is both interesting and important in regards 
to historical sources.   
Information and sources gathered from the Internet are of course also subject to source criticism. 
Here one must be extra observant, when checking the sources. Here one could ask the following 
questions; who is the author, what is the content of the page, and what is its actuality. More or less 
the same questions would ask in regards to a physical text, however with the aspect of the Internets 
floating nature in mind. 18 
                                                          
15
Dahl A., Dich T., Hansen T., Olsen V., 2010, Styrk Projektarbejdet, p. 193 
16
Ibid. P. 194 
 
17
Ibid. P. 195, 196 
18
Ibid. P. 198, 199 
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 STAY SOLID 7
“Stå fast – et opgør med tidens udviklingstrang” is a book written by Svend Brinkmann in 2014. This 
book has sparked a lot of debate in the Danish media recently, mainly because of its controversial 
statements such as “fire your coach” and “put on the no-hat”. Due to Svend Brinkmann’s many years 
of research and field studies, we find him being a great expert on the subject. He has written several 
scientific articles and during these writing processes, he has been in correspondence with his 
colleagues19.  
We have chosen this book as it is highly relevant to our project and it sheds light upon our problem 
definition. The book raises some of the critical questions that we have also been considering during 
our initial introduction to the subject, and it provides us with the tools to immerse ourselves into the 
subject authenticity. Furthermore, we find Svend Brinkmann significant since he is one of the few who 
questions and challenges the demand for development coercion, positive thinking and flexibility on 
the labor market and in general. In his own words, the book works as an antidote to the accelerating 
culture, which consists of having feet, instead of growing roots- as he would prefer. In accordance to 
our theme being authenticity, it is as aforementioned this book that sheds light on the critical aspects 
of individual authenticity examined in our current society. Svend Brinkmann displays several critical 
perspectives of authenticity, and he attempts to provide answers to how one might solve the issues of 
an accelerating culture. An accelerating culture is according to Svend Brinkmann a society, which 
forces the individual to be constantly adaptable to any form of changes given. He emphasizes this by 
use of the expression, ‘at have rødder eller fødder’, which means to be rooted or always be on the go. 
The latter of this expression is a consequence of the accelerating culture, thus Svend Brinkmann’s 
book is very relevant for examining individual authenticity in regards to the culture of today’s society. 
The conflict between being rooted and being on the go is what he views as being critical (i.e. the 
accelerating culture, coaching, positive psychology, hedonism, the extreme individual), whereas he, to 
this, formulates a cure (i.e. Stoicism, dignity, integrity or Christian values). As a matter of a fact, 
Stoicism is a central theme and inspiration to his so-called antidote. Svend Brinkmann even dedicates 
                                                          
19
 Enclosure 1, p. 1 
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his last chapter to further elaborate on Stoicism, and he draws a parallel to the ancient debate 
between Hedonism and Stoicism. This is of course in regards to the central problems.  
In the book “Stå Fast”, Svend Brinkmann has constructed his chapters as a further elaboration of his 
important scale of the seven commandments. And they look as followed:  
1.      Chapter “Hold op med at mærke efter I dig selv” 
This chapter deals with the question, whether one should look within oneself when seeking 
answers or if this only complicates life. 
2.      Chapter “Fokuser på det negative I dit liv” 
This chapter deals with the critical aspect of positive psychology as well as the fact that he favours 
the Stoic philosophical approach. 
3.      Chapter “Tag nej-hatten på” 
This chapter deals with what the culture of always saying yes and being available to everything 
and everyone, does to people psychologically. Svend Brinkmann emphasizes the importance of 
being able to say no.  
4.      Chapter “Undertryk dine følelser” 
This chapter deals with the problems deriving from the extreme focus that many people tend to 
have on their emotions and current state of well-being, and the consequences that this can have 
in today’s society.  
5.      Chapter “Fyr din coach” 
This chapter deals with issues that are rooted in a culture where coaching has a great role, which 
consequently can lead to an addiction of constantly working on oneself as well as to constant, 
extreme self-realizations. 
6.      Chapter “Læs en roman – ikke en selvhjælpsbog eller en biografi” 
In this chapter, Svend Brinkmann provides an alternative to prevent one from reading any more 
coaching styled books. He lists numerous alternatives such as Murakami, Houellebecq, Knausgård, 
etc. 
7.      Chapter “Dvæl ved fortiden” 
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This chapter elaborates the importance of dwelling and reflecting on one’s past instead of only 
focusing on the current moment and the future. 
8.      Chapter “Afslutning: Stoicismen I en accelererende kultur” 
As aforementioned, this chapter elaborates on the historical aspects of Stoicism as well as the on 
philosophical concept of Stoicism. 
We have come to know that not every chapter is relevant for our endeavor in order for us to 
respond to our problem definition, and we have, therefore, chosen these particular chapters of 
which we will give a further account.  
7.1 CLARIFICATION 
7.1.1 Hold op med at mærke efter I dig selv 
In this first chapter, Svend Brinkmann argues that it is not always a good idea to base decisions on a 
gut feeling, as this accelerating modern culture seems to honor in a certain way. We should not base 
our decisions on what feels right in the moment or what makes us feel good. Instead, we should look 
at outside markers, instead of inside ourselves. Furthermore he points out that it holds no value in 
itself to be ”yourself”. He attacks the rooted idea that one just need to be oneself, because as he says: 
”It is way better to be an unauthentic Mother Teresa than an authentic Anders Breivik.”(f) He 
introduces us to some stoic ideas and talks about how people can and should train themselves to be 
in situations where they do not feel as good as they could or which puts them in a worse position than 
they could have been - on purpose. To come to terms with the false idea that one has to feel good all 
the time, and that one should base all decisions on how the different outcomes would make you feel 
in a certain situation, as there is usually more important things at stake, than how one feels. 
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7.1.2 Focuser på det negative I dit liv 
The merits about this step is the fact that one is able to speak and think freely. E.g., one is entitled to 
grumble about, for example having a grey hair20. By being negative, one gains the ability to wield the 
negative things in ones’ life. However, one does not have to wield the negative, one just has to accept 
it. It is a stoic tecnique called hedonic habituation, which is consistent of: remember that everything 
in life is borrowed. Reminding one self about ones own and other people’s mortality. Positive 
psychology has become an instrument to optimize ones own life and ones entire attitude towards it.21 
Barbara Held calls this coercion of positivity22; E.g., positive psychology creates a state of mind where 
only the best is enough. If a person is not positive enough positive psychologists will make the excuse 
that they do not have enough positive illusions23. In positive psychology one work with inner and 
outer factors, and here only the inner factors have any significance in regards to ones happiness. 
When grumbling, it is expressed outwards, as opposed to being positive, which is done inwards24. 
Everything becomes our own fault. This accelerating culture of positive thinking creates unhappiness, 
because one would feel guilty for not being able to be positive, happy and successful all the time25. 
The individual has to adapt to positive thinking in order to be able to be a part of the accelerating 
culture. Today one has to make a choice between being either the best or taking a stance26.   
7.1.3 Undertryk dine følelser 
Stand firm and hold your ground. These are the keynotes throughout the whole book, and in order to 
do so, it is necessary to be able to control emotions. Emotions tell us whether something is positive or 
negative. Svend Brinkmann especially focuses on the emotion ‘shame’, because when we feel shame 
it makes us see ourselves trough other people’s eyes. It is, for instance, good to say to a child “you 
should be ashamed”. Shame is therefore important, because it raises morality among us. However, 
our society have a tendency of cultivating emotions unrestrained, and people are even talking about 
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an ‘emotion-society’ and ‘emotion intelligence’. Furthermore, we have in our society focus on being 
authentic, and this makes people express whatever feeling they are feeling, which is problematic. 
Being authentic is in the book compared to being a child. Children are always expression whatever 
feeling they are feeling, because they are not reflective as grown-ups are. Therefore, it is important as 
adults to be able to suppress and control negative and positive emotions, and instead strive for a 
certain dignity. It is also important to note that emotions can be wrong. There is given an example, 
which sounds like this: “if your child spills a glass of milk and you become angry with the child, then 
that emotion is of course wrong”. So in order to stand a ground and act as an adult, one need to stop 
constantly following ones emotions. 
 
7.1.4 Fyr din coach 
This chapter deals with issues in a society where the coach plays a great role. Svend Brinkman sheds 
light upon, what he thinks is, one of the main factors to why we live in a so-called accelerating culture. 
This factor is the custom of coaches and all forms of self-development technology. He explains his 
view on the different consequences of which derives from this factor, and Svend Brinkmann states 
that the explosive growth in making use of coaches and self-development technology lead to an 
addiction of a constant development of oneself no matter the content or direction of the 
development. Additionally he utters that those coaches’ promise and practice the concept of finding 
the answers within, and that this is an illusion. As oppose to looking inwards when seeking answers, 
he proposes that one should look outwards. He further states his concerns regarding the influence 
and dramatic growth of which all forms of self-development have in today’s society , and he proclaims 
that coaching have become a world view, almost a religion for the self. 
 
7.1.5 Dvæl ved fortiden 
As previously mentioned the central theme and consideration in this chapter is the focus on the 
consequence of the acceleration culture, whereby we become extremely focused on the future as 
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well as on the now. It is argued that one can only gain true authenticity, by letting go of the past 
(which consists of old patters and thus is argued insignificant in line with the idea of constant and 
innovative improvement in all walks of life) and living completely in the now. 27 The reason for this 
resentment of the past is according to Brinkmann a consequence of the accelerating culture’s 
extreme future orientation, and the subsequent consequences following this.  One of the 
consequences is that, by imagining a certain future (often negatively focused) we essentially create it. 
Svend Brinkmanns consideration is that, this is surely not the best way of conduct, but one should 
rather reclaim the role of the past in both society as well as the personal and individualistic sphere. 
He argues that the past will help us by giving valuable insight and perspective as well as much needed 
stability (his point about the importance of being rooted). To cement his claim he argues along the 
lines; to know ones past is a precursor for being rooted, and without the past, being rooted is not a 
possibility.28  
7.2 THE PHILOSOPHY OF STOICISM 
Stoicism is a Greek-roman philosophical school dating from approximately 300 BC to approximately 
200 AD. Stoicism is a part of the Hellenistic philosophies, which is a term used for the period in 
western philosophy and culture that dates from the death of Alexander the Great (323 BC). The main 
feature of this culture and philosophy was a question about personal happiness, and this 
philosophical thought can be divided into different disciplines such as logics, ethics and speculations 
about nature29. It is worth to mention that this was a very turbulent time due to the great change of 
paradigm, which followed from the death of Alexander the Great.  
Stoicism is divided into three parts; logic, physics and ethics. The essence of the stoic system is one of 
ethics that is guided by logic (reason) as the theory of method. Its fundament is physics - with a belief 
that God is the universe but the universe is material, and additionally nothing is incorporeal, not even 
God or soul30. This idea is also called pantheism, which was term coined by the English philosopher of 
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religion John Toland in the 17th century31. A central idea in Stoicism is one about separation of 
emotional rule from that of reason. The goal of a human is to live in accordance with nature, both our 
own and the world’s. In order to do this, one would ideally need a total understanding of everything 
and therefore a perfect set of virtues (found with reason trough knowledge). An example could be 
this statement: “virtue is sufficient for happiness”.32 Stoics had four ground principles of virtue 
(similarly to Plato) that was central in stoicism; wisdom, courage, justice, and temperance. A man who 
follows this (described as a sage [a person of profound wisdom])33 would be protected from 
misfortune, and his emotions would not win over his reason.  Reason is to be understood as being the 
nature of everything, and logic or reason is inherent in this concepts divine nature. If one understood 
and lived in harmony with this order of the universe, one lived as the stoics believed was the best way 
to live. 34 It is important to note that Stoics did however not mean to not feel or have no emotions at 
all, but Stoics would rather control or transform their emotions, and thereby one could gain the 
famous stoic calm within one self; as that within is the only thing we can control.   Another important 
aspect of stoicism is the ideal of not being an isolated individually, but to be rather part of a 
wholeness. This goes in line with the ideal of reason. One could further say that the stoics believed 
that the goal of being was to realize that the whole world was one’s home. For example, the stoic 
Epictetus said; "Each human being is primarily a citizen of his own commonwealth; but he is also a 
member of the great city of gods and men, whereof the city politically only is a copy."35 Stoics 
believed that the wise or the sage would know that the personal need wasn’t more important than 
the wholeness or its interest thereof. This virtue was the only good, everything else was to them 
ethically insignificant. Failure to comprehend, the formerly mentioned conceptual ideas (reason) was 
according to the stoics the cause for evil, unhappiness or ignorance amongst men. Only to live as the 
stoics could the world and men become better, and live according to universal nature. The Nature of 
the universe, is circular, which means that God is the primal fire or everything, and the universe will 
eventually conflagrate or destroy it self. Afterwards God will show himself into the world again by first 
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air, then water, then earth and the world will be born again. This goes on forever and nothing new 
will ever happen36.  
The term Stoicism was named after the Stoa Pokile (a stoa is a term in ancient Greek architecture that 
describes a covered walkway for public usage or generally an entrance to a building. They were 
ornamented with the classical Greek columns and often beautifully decorated37). In one of these 
ancient Athenian ancient agoras, Zeno of Citium taught, hence his philosophy was named Stoicism.   
Traditionally Stoicism is categorized into tree different phases: early Stoa, middle Stoa and late Stoa. 
Early Stoa was from 300-150 BC, and here Zeno, Cleanthes and Chrysippos laid the basic and 
systematic fundament for Stoicism. Middle Stoa was from 150-50 BC, and here Panaetius and 
Posidonius introduced modifications, inspired by Plato and Aristotle, to stoicism. For example, their 
logic was the same as Aristotle – however they added the idea that all thoughts enter the mind 
through the senses. Plato had of course in an entirely different view when working on this theory and 
he states that the mind alone is the source of knowledge were as the senses are the cause of 
illusion38. Late Stoa  is from 50 BC – 200 AD and is the period were logic and natural philosophy 
became less dominant parts of Stoicism and Ethics as well as the religions aspect became 
outweighing. This is credited to Seneca, Epictetus and Marcus Aurelius. Additionally New Stoicism in 
the 1600th century has helped with the spreading and rethinking of stoicism39, and also in more 
modern times it has been revived, e.g. the annual “Live like a stoic week” – a promotional week every 
year that is to promote and further new stoicism40. It is interesting to note that stoic thoughts have 
been behind many modern ethical and political thoughts, including rights of nature and human rights. 
41 
Christianity’s main difference in relation to stoicism is of course Pantheism contra theism.  God is not 
a personal thing but God is everything in the universe, however God manifests himself within the 
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mind and soul of man through logos. Furthermore as formerly mentioned the circular idea of the 
universe (God) in stoicism is clearly contradictory to the classical, beginning and end of Christianity. In 
529 AD the Byzantium Emperor Justinian, I closed all the philosophical school due to the perception of 
stoicism being a pagan religion. However, stoicism’s core terminology such as "logos", "virtue", 
"Spirit", and "conscience" transcended into Christian writings. The parallels can be described in the 
equally similar idea of an inner peace or freedom as opposed to the outside world.  They clearly share 
the idea, in regards to the importance of the human relation to God or Nature as well as the existence 
of “evil” due to lack of this. They both believe in the importance of material and emotional restraint, 
in order for this relation to God or Nature to be achieved.  
There is clearly a similarity between the two philosophies and Stoicism has surely had its effect on 
both eastern and as well as western Christianity. 4243 
 
7.3 THE PHILOSOPHY OF HEIDONISM 
Hedonism derives from the ancient Greek word for pleasure. In general, Hedonism means the pursuit 
of, or devotion to pleasure, especially to the pleasures of the senses. In present time, Hedonism is 
used in both Philosophy and Psychology. In Philosophy, it is known as the ethical doctrine stating that 
only what is pleasant is intrinsically good. In Psychology it is known as the doctrine stating that 
behavior is motivated by the desire for pleasure or the avoidance of pain. 44 There are many aspects 
of Hedonism, and some of the different types of Hedonism are ‘Folk Hedonism’, ‘Motivational 
Hedonism’, ‘Epicureanism’, Hedonistic Egoists’ etc.  The origins of the term Hedonism derives from 
both Indian philosophical traditions, The Cyrenaics and Epicurus. In a time table it would look as the 
following:4546 
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- Cārvāka (600-500 B.C.E), were an Indian philosophical tradition based on the Barhaspatya 
sutras. 47 
- Aritippus and the Cyrenaics (435-356 B.C.E), were one of the minor Socratic schools. The 
school was founded by Aristippus. 48 
- Epicurus (341-271 B.C.E), was a sort of Hedonism that derived from the Athenian Epicurus, 
who was one of the major philosophers in the Hellenistic period.49 
Some of the claims of Hedonism are that only pleasure and pain motivates us, and only pleasure has 
worth or value. On the other hand, pain has disvalue. According to Jeremy Bentham (psychological 
and ethical hedonism), pain and pleasure are the two sovereign masters that point out and make us 
able to determine what we ought to do, and what we shall do.50  
Pleasure can be combined with many feelings such as delight, ecstasy, euphoria etc., and displeasure 
or pain can be associated with agitation, anxiety, chagrin etc. 51 
Epicureanism derives from the Athenian Epicurus, who lived around 330 years B.C., and Epicureanism 
is in general considered the opposite of Stoicism. Epicureanism differs from Hedonism, because 
Hedonism (in a modern context) can be used for people who enjoy pleasure without boundaries. 
Epicureanism was founded by Epicurus in Athens around 350 B.C., and Epirucus’ philosophy was to 
live a simple life, with a rational and dogmatic view of the nature of man and the universe.52 In the 
eyes of Epicurus, pleasure had its very own meaning, and this meaning is supposedly different from 
some modern interpretations of it. Pleasure could be a simple thing such as a glass of water on a hot 
day or a piece of fruit. It is important to note that Epicurus focused on what gave the most pleasure in 
the end. Some things gives pleasure in the moment, but leads to more pain in the end. This can, in a 
modern context, be seen as the desire for a Ferrari, or the desire of having sexual intercourse with a 
model. At the end of the day, a good life consisted of more pleasure than pain, if it was to be 
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measured on a scale. The key to achieving a pleasure-filled life, is striving for easily accessible 
pleasures in a rational amount. Such pleasures can for example be a comfortable hammock, a simple 
hut, and good social relationships. Examples of difficult-to-attain pleasures were mentioned earlier as 
the desire for a sports car or, on the other hand, becoming rich (this is difficult, if not impossible, for 
the majority of people on earth).53 
In order to write about Hedonism, we have used several webpages such as “The Stanford 
Encyclopedia”, “Internet encyclopedia of Philosophy”, and “The Free Dictionary”. These three 
webpages are maintained and kept up to date by a group of experts, according to the tabs where they 
write about themselves. It seems as if all of these webpages are objective, since they do not have a 
purpose besides being as clear as possible about certain events in history. We have also used a  
webpage, which is a hubpage. The problem with this webpage is that it’s a website where everyone 
can create their own website and write whatever they want to, without the information being 
revised. Nevertheless, the content of this webpage corresponds with the other webpages used, and 
therefore we find it reliable to use in our project.  
7.4 IT IS NOT NEGATIVE TO BE NEGATIVE 
We have chosen to make a discourse analysis of the book “Stå Fast”, because we find it interesting to 
analyze the discourse of the words and sentences Svend Brinkmann have chosen to use. We want to 
analyze the linguistics of the book to get a better understanding of the unity of the chosen language 
used in the book. There exist several different discourse analyses however; the one we have chosen 
to use is described in section 5.2.2. This discourse analysis focuses on identifying and interpret the 
different linguists, which characterizes and supports the understanding of the text.  
The nodal point54 in the book is ”Stå Fast”55, which is also the title of the book. The reason for this is 
that the book revolves around the issue of always moving. Multiple times during the seven chapters, 
Svend Brinkmann refers to the idea of having roots instead of having feet, ergo being grounded 
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instead of being on a constant move. From the nodal point56 “stå fast”57, we have found several 
words, which when put together creates a chain of equivalence58. The chain of equivalence59 consists 
of both words and sentences such as “positiv psykologi”, “coaching”, “selvhjælpsbøger”, “biografier”, 
“paradoks maskine”, “negativ visualisering”, “at undertrykke sine følelser”, “at tænke over 
dødeligheden”, “at glædes ved sine begrænsninger”, “positiv visualisering” og “individualisering”60. 
These words and sentences in the chain of equivalence61 creates a concrete understanding of the 
nodal point62. Svend Brinkmann uses these words and sentences to create an understanding of what 
he means by “stå fast”63 - or in actuality, what he does not mean by “stå fast”64 - since these words 
and sentences are what he is referring to as not being rooted. Many of the formulations have clear 
contrasts - these are words and sentences like “positiv visualisering”65 and “negative visualisering”66 
which are considered in this context. These contrasts are also called antagonisms67.  Because of the 
fact that there are contrasts in the chain of equivalence68, we can make a chain of difference69 to 
make it even clearer. The contrasts in the chain of equivalence70 is divided into two sub titles: 
“Stoisisme”71 and “Selvudviklings teknologi”72. The words and sentences, which are coherent with 
“Stoisisme”73, are words like “negativ visualisering”, “at undertrykke sine følelser”, “at tænke over 
dødeligheden” and “at glædes ved sine begrænsninger”74. These words are a great part of the 
philosophy of stoicism, which Svend Brinkmann has based his book on. The words in the chain of 
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difference75 consist of the words and sentences within the subject “stoisisme”76, which is the main 
philosophy in stoicism. The words and sentences which are coherent with “selvudviklings teknologi” 
are: “positiv visualisering” og “individualisering”, “positiv psykologi”, “coaching”, “selvhjælpsbøger”, 
“biografier” and “paradoks maskine”77. Within the subject “selvudviklings teknologi”78 one finds many 
possibilities. Some of those possibilities are the words within the chain of difference79, such as 
“selvudviklings teknologi”80. The culture of today focuses on self-development and within that 
subject, there are several different ways to do so; through positive psychology, coaching and self-
help-books, which are some of the words in the chain of difference81 “selvudviklings teknologi”. These 
two chains of difference are clearly contradicting each other. The words and sentences in the chain 
“stoisisme” focuses on the outwardness; what is around you. Whereas the chain “selvudviklings 
teknologi”82 focuses on the inwardness; what do you want, and what do you feel inside yourself. 
When Svend Brinkmann makes these contradictions, he talks about how society has changed through 
time.  Brinkmann argues that what can be viewed as a hedonistic view of life has become much more 
popular, where he would prefer stoicism to be the life-philosophy of popular choice. This creates a 
front-back discourse83 when Svend Brinkmann argues that having a stoic life-philosophy would be 
better than having a hedonistic life-philosophy. Brinkmann argues that society has evolved in the 
wrong direction. However, he does not only make a front-back-discourse84. By arguing that society 
has evolved in a wrong direction he makes an inner-outer-discourse85, in which he argues that what 
society has evolved into is not in our own best interests, and that the earlier societies had a better 
way of looking at individualism. Essentially, what the purpose of the individuals was. By doing this, he 
puts these different life-philosophies in society in a good versus evil relation. Where Brinkmann 
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himself is a part of the stoic life-philosophy, he refers to it as “us”, whereas he refers to the hedonistic 
life-philosophy supporters as “them”. The discourses Brinkmann is working with are very deep86. They 
are ingrained in the culture, and hard to change. The book “stå fast” has gotten a lot of attention; 
critique as well as complements. However, even though Brinkmann argues that a stoic life-philosophy 
is better, the  words used in the chain of difference87 “Stoisisme” is consistent of words and 
sentences, which has a minus connotation. For example “negativ visualisering”, the word “negativ” is 
negatively loaded, which normally would be used to create an evil enemy but Brinkmann argues that 
it is not necessarily a bad thing to have a negative approach. On the contrary, it is actually a very good 
idea to look at what is wrong with certain situations and what we can do better, instead of only 
focusing on what is good about the situation. The word “negativ” gets a positive connotation in this 
context. 
 
 
7.5 RELIABILITY 
Due to the fact that the book is so central in our project we have found the need to have a more 
elaborate source criticism on the book. 
In order for us to be source critical, we have chosen to examine who is behind the source that is the 
book “Stå Fast” by Svend Brinkmann. According to Aalborg University’s webpage, Svend Brinkmann 
has a BA in philosophy as well as an MSc and PhD in psychology from Aarhus University. Thus, his 
research areas are those of philosophy, psychology adding discourse and society. He is employed by 
the University of Aalborg, where he teaches in general psychology and qualitative methods, and he is 
also a Professor II, in the department of Education at University of Bergen, Norway.  A part from his 
jobs as a professor Svend Brinkman also works as a Co-director of Center for Qualitative Studies. 
Svend Brinkmann has had leadership experiences as Co-director of Center for Qualitative Studies, as 
Director of the Sapere Aude research project Diagnostic Culture (2013-2016), which was funded by 
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the Danish Council for Independent Research: www.dc.aau.dk. The source that has provided the 
information about Svend Brinkmann is reliable as the institution Aalborg University provides it.88 
We find Svend Brinkmann reliable as a provider of facts and information given in his book “Stå Fast”. 
Primarily, it is significant to recognize that he has an academic background in philosophy and 
psychology, and it makes him reliable in the sense that the themes in his book are those of philosophy 
(Stoicism) and psychology (positive psychology), among others.  In regards to the objectivity of the 
book, one’s first focus is on the aim of the book as a source. What is it that Svend Brinkmann is trying 
to tell us? It is clear that the focus of the book is to provide the reader with an antidote to a societal 
problem89; however, his way of presenting this is by encouragement and perspective based on 
considerations of facts rather than opinion alone. His aim is to inform the reader and make him or her 
reflect in such a way that they will have a new reason to contemplate about the culture of today’s 
society. Svend Brinkmann tries to achieve this solely by giving a ground for perspective. 90Despite the 
fact that he uses a seven-step guide to present his work for how to, this guide is to be viewed as an 
ironic comment to the nature in the self-help books he so vigorously tries to criticise. This fact is 
central throughout the book. As mentioned, the book is focused on giving perspective based on 
considerations of facts, and thus it can be viewed as biased. He does not just present his claims of 
consideration objectively, but solely in the light of his book being an antidote. However, he is very 
clear in his formulation that his work is biased and he addresses this many times throughout his book. 
91This cements the fact that the book is subjective, yet due to the honesty in his own standpoint, the 
facts of consideration seem rather sincere. Svend Brinkmann refers to reliable sources of which one 
can find in the back of his book. Looking into some of those sources, we can conclude that his sources 
are highly reliable from an independent point of view. However, we have chosen to further examine 
some of his sources used e.g. “Choachificeringen af tilværelsen” by Svend Brinkmann and “The Ethics 
of Authenticity” by Charles Taylor. In chapter five, Svend Brinkmann mentions the fact that coaching 
as a profession have been in acceleration and explosive growth in Denmark. This claim is referred to 
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in his notes92, and is an analysis based on an article he wrote and published in Dansk Pædagogisk 
tidsskrift. The article appears to meet all academic criterias. 93However, as we will elaborate in the 
part about coaching later on in our project report, the claim made by Brinkmann that coaching is 
accelerating matches the claim made by independent sources. To examine this we have looked into 
sources such as Stig Kjerulf “Basis Coaching”, Susann Gjerde “Coaching – hvad, hvorfor, hvordan”, 
Birgitte Jepsen “Coaching I praksis”. Furthermore, we have examined a claim made in chaptor 6. Here 
Svenn Brinkmann refers to Charles Taylor’s book “Etics of Authenticity” and the claim that Charles 
Taylor calls the ‘etics’ of authenticity (that life is about becoming oneself) could be a result of a new 
form of insecurity about one’s identity, due to the accelerating culture. When checking up on the 
reference to Charles Taylor’s book94, it becomes clear that this reference is viable and correspond to 
what Charles Taylor writes. Charles Taylor as an authority is reliable as he has a BA in History from 
McGill University, a BA, MA and a PhD in Politics, Philosophy and Economics from Oxford 
University. Let alone his education, Charles Taylor’s teaching and research areas lies in the 
following subjects: Philosophy of Action, Philosophy of Social Science, Political Theory, Greek 
Political Thought, Moral Philosophy, the Culture of Western Modernity, Philosophy of Language, 
Theories of Meaning, Language and Politics, German Idealism95. Whether or not Charles Taylor is 
correct (and thus Brinkmann) is a question of one accepting his observation and conclusion. We have 
chosen to rely on his observation as well as his conclusion, because we find his authority reliable.    
The source criticism method that we have used is taken from the book Styrk Projektarbejdet. The 
reason why we chose this description of the method is that we found it useful and adequate when 
criticising the source i.e. “Stå Fast” by Svend Brinkmann96. 
7.6 FAITH 
As it clearly appears, Christianity plays a role as a concept in the debate. Therefor we have found it 
interesting to put it into Christian perspective.  
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In the debate, SG states that several of the values in “Stå Fast” are identical to that of Christianity and 
that they have existed for a long period. The point of this analysis is to shed light on that, but a few 
things are needed to be made clear in order to proceed.  First of all the dominant Christian 
denomination in Denmark is Evangelical-Lutheran, which is stated in the Danish Constitution itself.97  
The Evangelical part simply means that the Lutherans spread the message of the Bible to non-
Christians in order to convert them. The short explanation for what it means to be a Lutheran is to 
believe that one’s faith in God is what saves you, and that this alone is enough. It is not what you do 
or can do. It also means that you believe that the Bible is complete as the word of God given for 
humanity to follow.98 The denomination takes its name after a 16th century theologian called Martin 
Luther who primarily emphasized the above-mentioned due to believing the Church had strayed too 
far from the Biblical teachings.99 Ironically that has come back to haunt Christianity as described in 
Philip Cary’s book100 with Christianity also being a victim of the consumerist culture to some extent. 
1. Stop listening to your intuition 
In his book, SB talks about how popularized the notion of “listening to your intuition” has become, 
and points out its negative side effects as a result. Example from the Bible about listening outwards 
would be Romans 10:17 “So faith comes from hearing, and hearing through the word of Christ.”101 
Another would be Jeremiah 17:9 “The heart is deceitful above all things, and desperately sick; who 
can understand it?” Note that Christ appeared to humanity as one of us, and not an inner-voice thing. 
Even his forbearers who were the prophets King David, Moses and Abraham among others. So these 
are more than one example on the guidelines Christians follow for their lives are external and not 
internal. And since the Lutheran denomination fully believes the Bible, they are also bound to follow 
an external voice. 
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2. Focus on the negative aspects of your life 
Here Svend Brinkmann criticizes how modern culture, particularly American, has put too much effort 
into staying positive all the time, which leads to self-deception since negativity in general is a part of 
our lives. To counter it, he recommends a stoic technique called “negative visualization” so that by 
realizing the potential negative consequences of things, we can appreciate things in life much more 
than before. In Christianity, a core belief is that everyone is a sinner. No one is perfect except for God. 
It is described in Roman 3:10 “None is righteous, no, not one”. A core prayer in Christianity that was 
taught by Jesus himself to his disciples was, “Our Father in heaven, hallowed be your name. Your 
kingdom come, your will be done on earth as it is in heaven.  Give us this day our daily bread, and 
forgive us our debts, as we also have forgiven our debtors. And lead us not into temptation, but 
deliver us from evil”. Both of these examples serve to demonstrate the importance of sin in 
Christianity. However, what then? You realize that you need to be saved from sin, and as mentioned 
earlier, your faith in Jesus saves you. 
While this differs vastly from SB’s approach, it does however help one appreciate the life that has 
been given to you. 
3. Start wearing the no-hat 
In this chapter, Brinkmann talks about how today’s culture is too busy saying yes to everything in 
order to keep up with everything, and anything less means that you fall short of the people around 
you. 
His response to this is to become better at saying no to things we do not want to. In itself being a 
Christian makes it a given that you are bound to live a different life than non-Christians. However, 
that does not mean that Christians do not have an interest in non-Christian people, and as a result 
must be accustomed to saying no from time to time to non-Christian activities that stray too far off 
the Christian path. Both standpoints are in essence the same, as much as we may like the people 
around us, we do have an obligation to ourselves and the paths we’ve chosen in life, or the paths we 
want to take and not the ones others are taking instead. 
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4. Suppress your emotions 
In this part, he talks about how to suppress your emotions, negative ones in particular, since emotions 
can easily disrupt a clear thinking process and the longer one stays affiliated with negative emotions 
the longer one will be subject to displaying those emotions. He recommends suppressing them in 
order to find some solid ground to stand on. 
This was to some extent touched upon in the “Stop listening to your intuition”-part. However, in 
Christianity the solid ground that Christians stand on is God, not just, because God is the savior, but as 
it was mentioned in Malachi 3:6 “For I the Lord do not change”. Again, both sides demonstrate the 
coherence between man’s need for solid ground to stand on. 
5. Fire your coach 
Here, SB talks about how popularized and dominant coaching has become. It is almost at the point 
where it could be called a religion and how it asks for never-ending self-improvement. He also feels 
that it to some extent turns people into type tools that needs to be maximized in their efficiency. He 
asks the reader to just fire the coach, spend more time with a friend that you know in real life and 
through not only a social media and that, you should try to do something good for another person. 
In Christianity, you are accepted for who you are (as earlier mentioned) so there is no need to try to 
strive for perfection. In Mark 12:31 it is said, “You shall love your neighbor as yourself”. 
6. Read fiction – not a self-help book or a biography 
For this part, SB highlights the uses of fiction rather than introspective books so that we may gain 
insight into the complexity of other people. The Christian equivalent would be parables told by Jesus. 
Each of them serves to point out a moral lesson to follow, but they also describe the nature of other 
people. A well-known parable would be the one about the Good Samaritan, which even has an award 
named after it. 
7. Dwell in the past 
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In this final chapter, SB focuses on the importance of one’s past. The main benefits of acknowledging 
the past(including cultural traditions), according to him is that one can learn from it and make 
improvements to one’s present and future as a result. In Christianity, one is bound to try to follow in 
the footsteps of Christ as much as possible in order to be a good Christian. Since the Bible is 
acknowledged as the word of God to Christians (within the Lutheran denomination at least), it also 
serves to highlight important things that humans in general can learn from, both good and bad.  
Overall, the similarities between the two standpoints are striking. While Brinkmann does not include 
God in his seven messages, he does essentially speak about the same things as pointed out above. 
 
7.7 STANDING ON SOLID GROUND 
In essence, today’s society is missing the forest for the trees. With that said, the society is too 
acquiescing and susceptible to external influences to see the full picture, and as of result, it has gained 
a one-track mind. Another way to state it would be saying that society has chosen to only see one 
colour, and Brinkmann is trying to make the individual see all of them. This way, the individual learns 
to appreciate all of them on their own, prefer some more than others and look at how they 
complement each other. Therefore, this book is trying to combat those negative influences, and in a 
way free the individual. This is done by trying to include the things society is trying to make the 
individual exclude, like being able to complain, saying no to things and all the other things mentioned 
in the aforementioned chapter summaries. One of the main-focus points of today’s society is to 
encourage emotional expression as stated by Brinkmann, but that causes the mind to be neglected. 
As mentioned earlier, it is problematic when people become too preoccupied with agreeing and 
participating in whatever is available out there in fear of being a social outcast. Emotions are capable 
of deception and in such they are unreliable tools when making decisions.  That also makes the 
pursuit of the authentic individual a fallacy. While it does have the connotation of leading a person to 
happiness, the authentic self is no more than it claims to be, and offers no promises of happiness as a 
result. Focusing on the negative aspects of one’s life, simply allows for free thinking in general. E.g. 
the earlier example about the colors. Being able to refuse the requests of others, allows the individual 
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to slow down and take a breath to reflect on matters of the past, and more importantly appreciate 
them.  Instead of being able to focus on what to do the individual can then focus on what has been 
done and reflect on it. Fiction provides a multidimensional perspective on life, and literary works that 
focus on the inner self is deemed redundant. So while Brinkmann, argues for the other parts of the 
equation, he stresses to never overdo it in one direction or another since that’ll cause the individual 
to neglect one thing and focus on another like positivity and leaving negativity behind. And that will 
allow the individual to stand on solid ground somewhere in the middle of it all. 
 
 THE DEBATE 8
When Svend Brinkmann published the book, the established institutions he criticized in his book 
heavily attacked his views and recommendations. As mentioned before, much of the critique in the 
book is directed towards the modern coaching culture, and for many people in the coaching business 
this constitutes a serious attack on their livelihood. This means that the coaches have a lot at stake, 
both economically and in their social standings. The opposing worldviews between Svend Brinkmann 
and the people in the coaching business make way for an interesting radio debate between Svend 
Brinkmann on one side, and cand. psyk. Ebbe Lavendt, coach Susan Christensen, and vicar Sørine 
Godtfredsen on the other. 
8.1 CLARIFICATION 
An interesting part of the debate is between Svend Brinkmann and the cand. psyk., and ”Master of 
applied positive psycology” Ebbe Lavendt. Ebbe Lavendt’s official title is ”positiv erhvervspsykolog”, 
however, he has another title, which is called ”Master of applied positive psychology”, which he is the 
first Dane to obtain. This means that he is probably one of the best experts in the coaching culture in 
Denmark. The discussion between them revolves around their opposing views on whether this 
positive commerce coaching actually is positive. What is important to keep in mind here is the fact 
that Ebbe Lavendt works as a business consultant, which means that he is hired by companies to make 
their employees more efficient through positive thinking and positive approaches. This means that he 
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represents the views of the employer and not the employees. The other coach in the debate, Susan 
Christensen, is more of a personal coach and works with individuals rather than with companies. 
Thereby she represents perhaps the positive sides of coaching for the individual. The vicar Sørine 
Godtfredsen does not disagree with Brinkmanns' views. She represents the Lutheran Christian views 
in the debate of self-development. 
 
8.2 DON’T YOU AGREE? 
8.2.1 We need a balance 
Svend Brinkmann has obtained a great amount of knowledge on the subject, which he has dealt with 
for over a decade. He has written several “heavier scientific articles” about the subject, and has been 
in correspondence with his colleagues during the writing process102. 
The first claim that Svend Brinkmann makes in the debate is that there is a tendency amongst people 
to make the majority of their significant decisions in their life, based on what they feel inside 
themselves, which leads us to Basic reason1. Before this answer, the host asks him why he should not 
feel inside himself. 
Basic Reason1: “Det skal du da også engang imellem. F.eks. når du er på restaurant og 
skal bestille et eller andet, så skal du selvfølgelig mærke efter i maven hvad ud har 
mest lyst til, men min pointe er, at der har bredt sig det synspunkt, at vi kan træffe 
stort set alle væsentlige beslutninger i vores liv ved at vende os indad, ved at mærke 
efter. Vi tror, at svarene på alle de vigtige spørgsmål kommer indefra. Og det tror jeg 
ikke de gør. Jeg mener, der er rigtigt gode argumenter for, at skrue lidt ned for al den 
mærken efter, og så i stedet for interessere sig for, hvad der er udenfor en, og hvad det 
er for nogle sagsforhold, vi faktisk er vævet ind i. Nu har vi lige diskuteret i dag, eller 
det har folketinget, om der skal sendes kampfly til mellemøsten. Altså jeg ved ikke, om 
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man ville træffe en god beslutning af, i den sag, at mærke efter indeni os selv. Det tror 
jeg faktisk ikke, der tror jeg vi skal tænke mere fornuftigt, mere rationelt og knapt så 
følelsesbaseret.”103 
He says, indirectly that there are two ways of making a decision. The first one is to feel what feels 
right inside you. The second one is to become rational, and make the decision from what you think is 
right. None of them are more right than the other; however, they both suit different situations. He 
brings up an example for this: if you’re at a restaurant, and are about to order your dish, it’s definitely 
a good idea to »feel« in your “stomach” what you’re hungry for. However, if you’re using the same 
method of making a decision as a politician, then it’s probably unwise for you to feel if it’s right to 
send F-16’s to the Middle East or not. Here it is important, according to Svend Brinkmann, to use your 
reason instead of your feelings. This leads us to Basic reason2 
Basic Reason2: “Coachen er jo en figur, der i vores kultur, efter min mening i hvert fald, 
der i høj grad inkarnerer forestillingen om, at svarene er inde i dig selv. Coaching er så 
en teknologi, hvor det indre bliver spejlet, så man bedre kan se det. Og igen er der ikke 
nødvendigvis noget galt i at gøre det engang imellem, men for mig bliver det 
problematisk, når det bliver måden, vi træffer beslutninger på.”104 
According to Svend Brinkmann, coaching is the incarnating the idea that all the answers are lying 
inside you.  He thinks it is astray that this method of making decisions is the »way« in which a lot of 
people in our society make their decisions. It is, however, not wrong to make certain decisions this 
way, only if it is the only way of making decisions. This leads us to Intermediate conclussion1. 
Intermediate conclusion1: “Og helt galt mener jeg, det bliver, når coaching, 
medarbejdercoaching internt i en virksomhed eller noget, bliver en tvang. Altså når 
man bliver tvunget til at forholde sig til sig selv, som et personligt individ med sociale, 
emotionelle, personlige kompetencer, eller hvad det nu er, når lederen fx coacher 
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medarbejderen. Så når den her selvudvikling, som jeg er kritisk optaget af, bliver en 
tvang, så mener jeg, der er grund til at sætte et stort spørgsmålstegn ved den.”105 
What is even more wrong according to Brinkmann is that coaching is being forced upon the workers 
in different companies to work with, and make them feel inside themselves what is right, and what is 
wrong. This is why he thinks it is important to question what is going on. 
The debate starts out with a correspondence between the host and Svend Brinkmann, the host now 
turns to one of the participants in the debate, Susan Christensen, who herself is working with, and 
practicing coaching. What Susan Christensen is afraid of, is that the connection between mind and 
body will be cut off, permanently. According to her, when we use our minds as much as we do, it is 
important to consult the body as well. This leads us to Basic reason3. 
Basic Reason3: “Nej, jeg mener, det er coachen her, der laver en adskillelse mellem 
hoved og krop. Jeg mener nemlig at fornuften, som jeg mener vi skal konsultere meget 
mere, den sidder så at sige, hvis den sidder et sted, i hele vores krop. Det er ikke sådan 
jeg siger, at man skal bruge hovedet og glemme kroppen. Jeg mener, man skal tænke 
fornuftigt, men det kan sagtens involvere en kropslig bevidsthed, så det er ikke mig, 
der laver en adskillelse mellem hoved og krop.”106 
What Svend Brinkmann is saying here, is that the coach is the one who separates mind and body. He 
believes that the reasoning, which we are to consult a lot more, is throughout the whole body. He 
wants us to be conscious about our bodies, while at the same time think with our heads. It is a sort of 
dualistic approach in some way, since he wants a balance instead of a counterbalance. This leads us to 
Intermediate conclusion2. 
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Intermediate conclusion2: “Min kritik den går bare på, at vi ved, at hvis man alene 
baserer sine beslutninger på, at noget føles på en bestemt måde, så træffer vi meget 
ofte forkerte beslutninger, viser det sig på lang sigt.”107 
This is what he has been saying the whole time; if you make a decision on how something feels then 
you make the wrong decisions more often. The host then proceeds to say that many people gets joy 
from going to a coach and feeling within, which leads us to Basic Reason4. 
Basin Reason4: “Jo, men vi lever jo heldigvis i et frit samfund, og hvis mennesker har 
råd til at betale 1000kr, eller hvad det koster, at gå til coach og det er frivilligt og sker i 
deres fritid, så har jeg overhovedet ikke noget problem med det. Altså jeg mener, at de 
penge kunne være bedre brugt, men det er jo så min mening. Der synes jeg folk må 
gøre, hvad de vil, selvfølgelig. Men jeg må så også, fordi vi lever i et frit land have lov at 
stille spørgsmålstegn ved, om det faktisk er der, de her vigtige spørgsmål i livet kan 
besvares, eller om det er den vej, de skal besvares fra. Og så vil jeg da også gerne 
anerkende, at selvfølgelig findes der mange forskellige slags coaching, og jeg er da kun 
rigtig glad, hvis der kan udvikle sig noget, som vi kan kalde stoisk coaching. Altså 
stoicismen er den filosofi, som min bog i høj grad bygger på.”108 
It’s quite simple; if people have the money to pay for a coach in their spare time, then they of course 
have the freedom to do so, even though Svend Brinkmann thinks the money could have been spent in 
a better way. When people have the freedom to visit a coach, then Svend Brinkmann also feels he has 
the freedom to speak up about what he thinks. There are many different types of coaching, and Svend 
Brinkmann would be more than happy if something called “stoic coaching” was created. It is, of 
course, not all types of coaching that are faulty. This leads us to Intermediate conclusion3 
Intermediate Conclusion3: “Den coachingform, som jeg primært tager fat i i bogen, og 
retter kritisk analyse mod, det er den som den måske mest berømte coach i verden, 
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Anthony Robbins (AR), han har udviklet. Han har uddannet en lang række coaches i 
Danmark også. Han har den her nøglesætning, han kalder ”constant never ending 
improvement”, som han mener skal gennemsyre alt, hvad vi gør og skal gennemsyre 
coaching sessionerne også. Og jeg mener ”constant never ending improvement”, er et 
kolossalt åg at lægge på folks skuldre, som jeg mener, meget få kan leve op til, 
konstant at være interesseret i den her forbedring, og jeg mener faktisk også at, hvis 
man ikke kan det, er det helt okay, og det er det budskab, min bog forsøger at 
kommunikere.“109 
The coaching approach that Svend Brinkmann primarily criticizes is the one that the worldwide 
famous coach, Anthony Robbins, have evolved. Furthermore, he has educated several coaches in 
Denmark, and has a motto that says “constant never ending improvement”, which our whole world 
should evolve around. Svend Brinkmann believes that such a sentence is an enormous weight to put 
upon peoples shoulders, which he believes that only a few can achieve. Now that Svend Brinkmann 
criticises coaching, the host asks him why it is better to visit a psychologist as himself. This leads us to 
Basic reason5. 
Basic Reason5: “Det er jo heller ikke fordi jeg nødvendigvis vil anbefale fik at gå i 
psykoterapi, med mindre de har alvorlige problemer i deres liv. Min anke går på, netop 
faktisk det her med mål.”110 
A psychologist is not always the answer, unless you have some serious problems in your life. Svend 
Brinkmann actually emphasizes the fact that it is good to have goals, which Susan Christensen agrees 
upon as well. This leads us to Intermediate conclusion4. 
Intermediate conclusion4: “I coaching kommer alle mål indefra, og det kan være 
udmærket, men hvis man mener at der ikke er andre mål i tilværelsen, andre værdier 
at stræbe imod, andre forpligtelser at realisere, end dem, der kommer indefra, så tror 
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jeg virkelig det er et fejlskud. Jeg vil sige, at der er brug for andre teknologier, kan vi så 
kalde dem, end coaching. For også at pejle efter de ydre koordinater. Og det var også 
noget af det Sørene Gotfredsen var inde på helt i begyndelsen.”111 
As Svend Brinkmann has been saying all along, not everything can come from within. One might 
believe that, but if this is so, what you believe then is a mistake according to Svend Brinkmann. We 
need other technologies than coaching, in order to maintain the outer coordinates, which Sørine 
Gotfredsen talked about in the beginning of the debate. At this point in the discussion, the host turns 
to Ebbe Lavendt and asks him why Svend Brinkmann, according to himself, is a douche. Ebbe Lavendt 
says it has been proven that coaching helps a lot of people getting better, make decisions and reach 
their goals. Overall, Svend Brinkmann’s statements are going against the established research. This 
leads us to Svend Brinkmann’s answer, which will be our Basic reason6. 
Basic reason6: “Men jeg vil da sige, at jeg anerkender fuldt ud den forskning, der bliver 
henvist til her. At man kan måle via ratingscales og spørgeskemaer og den slags, at folk 
angiver, at de når deres mål når de går til en coach. De angiver, at de får et større 
subjektivt velbefindende, når de læser en selvhjælpsbog eller hvad det nu er. Det 
anerkender jeg og det handler min bog overhovedet ikke om. Den handler netop om, 
at der findes en helt anden dimension i tilværelsen end den, der kan måles på 
ratingscales, og den, vi kan tale om som ”subjektivt velbefindende”.112 
Svend Brinkmann acknowledges the research that has been made, but what he is saying is that there 
is a whole other dimension to life, more than the one you can measure on rating-scales, and that is 
what his book is about. This leads us now to Intermediate conclusion5. 
Intermediate conclusion5: “Altså Einstein sagde engang, at det er ikke alt, der tæller, 
der kan tælles. Og det er ikke alt, kan tælles, der tæller. Og den her forskning tæller op, 
hvor lykkelig er du, målt som subjektivt velbefindende, og jeg vil sige, vi er f.eks. også 
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forpligtet i vores liv til bestemte ting, uanset hvordan det kan måles. Og uanset hvilken 
evidens, der er for at vi er forpligtet, så er vi forpligtet. Det mener jeg der er rigtigt 
gode filosofiske grundlæggende elementer for. Så det er en helt anden dimension, jeg 
ønsker, vi får indført oveni psykologien og i samfundet som helhed. Så det handler 
simpelthen om noget andet, det jeg siger.”113 
When he is referring to Einstein, he is stating that not everything can be measured in numbers, as 
Ebbe Lavendt proposes. The research measures the subjective well-being, which does not count for 
everything. Svend Brinkmann believes we are committed to certain things in life, whether it can be 
measured or not. Therefore, overall, Svend Brinkmann wants another dimension within the 
psychology of the society and the whole. The debate continues, and is now focusing on the coaches’ 
demand on always having the “yes-cap” on. This leads us to Basic reason7. 
Basic reason7: “…det ville sikkert være rigtig godt, hvis vi havde nej-hatten og ja-hatten 
og jeg-er-lidt-i-tvivl-hatten, jeg-ved-ikke-rigtigt-hatten. Mit argument er jo ikke at man 
skal tage nej-hatten på, og aldrig tage den af igen. Mit argument er jo heller ikke, at 
man skal stoppe med at mærke efter i sig selv og så aldrig begynde igen.”114 
Svend Brinkmann believes it is important to have the “yes-cap” on, but definitely also the “no-hat” on, 
and all the other types of hats available. If we only have one of the hats on, then it does not bring a 
good result. In Intermediate conclusion6 he explains why balance is so important. 
Intermediate conclusion6: “Mit argument er, at jeg tilbyder en form for modgift til den 
her accelererende kultur, som jeg kalder det, hvor vi skal være positive og 
omstillingsparate og fleksible, men det er klart, man kan ikke leve af modgift alene, så 
selvfølgelig kan man ikke leve af mine ”modråd” alene. De er netop formuleret som en 
form for modgift, så selvfølgelig kan man indimellem godt have ja-hatten på, hvor det 
er berettiget. Men man skal også somme tider have nej-hatten på. Og der tror jeg 
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bestemt også at dygtige ledere vil være interesserede i at høre fra deres medarbejdere, 
hvad problemerne er på arbejdspladsen, hvor medarbejderne jo kan have rigtig gode 
grunde og en viden fra hvor de er om at et eller andet tiltag ikke vil fungere. Så er det 
jo ekstremt nyttigt, at de siger nej til det. Nej til et eller andet nyt udviklingsprojekt, 
som bare foregår fordi en leder har fået en fiks idé. Jeg er sikker på, at dygtige ledere 
vil lytte til medarbejdere, der siger nej, hvis de gør det velbegrundet.”115 
Svend Brinkmann offers an antidote to the accelerating culture, where we have to be flexible and 
adaptable. As with everything, there needs to be balance. He mentions that he thinks leaders of 
different companies actually would be happy with a no sometimes, and get some critique towards 
their ideas, instead of always having others agreeing with them. In the final part of the debate, Svend 
Brinkmann accounts for the sanctification of the self, which leads us to Basic reasoning8. 
Basic reasoning8: “Det bliver en form for religion. Det bliver næsten helliggjort, selvet. 
Og selvudvikling bliver til en ny idé om frelse. Og vi går så ikke til bekendelse nede i 
kirken længere, men vi går hos coachen eller til psykoterapi. Det bliver på den måde en 
form for religionskritik, det anerkender jeg fuldstændig, men jeg sætter jo så ikke gud 
ind i stedet for. Det må folk selv om.”116 
What Svend Brinkmann is saying here, is that the focus we have on individualism ends up sanctifying 
the self, and instead of going to church to confess, we go to the coach or to a psychiatrist. This leads 
us to Intermediate conclusion7. 
Intermediate conclusion7: “Når man ser det i det helt store historiske perspektiv, så 
tror jeg vores psykologi, alstå det her kiggen ind i sig selv i det psykologiske i høj grad 
har været en religionserstatning. Og en erstatning også for fællesskaber, der har været 
bygget op omkring religion, der er faldet bort og så søger vi alle svarene inde i os selv. 
Det tror jeg, er rigtigt. Men jeg går så helt tilbage til de gamle filosoffer, der skrev før 
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kristendommen. De gamle romerske stoikere, og også græske filosoffer, for der at 
finde en livsfilosofi, der leder mig til de her anbefalinger, jeg så kommer med. En 
modgift, som jeg kalder det, men som jeg håber og tror, har en form for gyldighed, 
uanset hvilken religion, man tilslutter sig, og om man overhovedet tilslutter sig en 
religion. Eller uanset, hvilken politisk observans man har. Det er derfor jeg prøver at 
gribe så langt tilbage. Fordi jeg tror, at der rent faktisk der gemmer sig almen-
menneskelig visdom, som vi har brug for at blive mindet om i de her år.”117 
Svend Brinkmann believes that in the historical picture we are turning inwards because of the lack of 
religion, and the communities that existed around religion. He does not talk about religion, but rather 
the old philosophers (mainly Stoicism) from ancient Greece and Rome. The recommendations he 
comes up with are derived from ancient times, and Svend Brinkmann believes they work as an 
antidote to today’s culture and mind. He simply believes that there is some common human 
knowledge to be found back in those days, which we need to be reminded of today. 
In the big picture, Svend Brinkmann is dualistic in his approach, because he seeks to imply that there 
needs to be a balance between the current idea that run through our society, and the idea he 
proposes in his new book.  
 
8.2.2 It is not valid 
In the beginning of the debate, the host makes it clear that Ebbe Lavendt does not agree with a lot of 
Svend Brinkmann’s points and recommendations.  Here we find Basic reason1.   
Basic reason1: ”Altså forskning i coaching viser, at coaching hjælper rigtig mange mennesker 
med at få det bedre, træffe bedre beslutninger, nå deres mål. Forskning i selvhjælpslitteratur 
viser, at det virker på folk, der har angst, på folk, der har depression og søvnproblemer osv. 
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Det hjælper nogle mennesker at mærke efter, f.eks. folk der har stress glemmer nogle gange 
at mærke efter, osv.”118 
Here he argues that science in coaching and self-help-literature actually disproves Brinkmann, 
because it is proven that it helps many people (allegedly). He refers to people who need help from 
others, like people with anxiety, depression or sleep problems. 
Not only does he see that as one of the flaws in Brinkmann’s points and recommendations. Here is 
Basic reason2 for why he disagrees with Brinkmann. 
Basic reason2: ”Hvis han ikke læser op på forskning i coaching, og går ud og siger, at man skal 
fyre sin coach, selvom mange får gavn af det, eller han siger man ikke skal mærke efter, 
selvom forskning i beslutningstagning viser, at folk er mere tilfredse med deres beslutninger, 
hvis de tager den på mavefornemmelsen osv.”119 
Here he assumes that Brinkmann has not done any research into the fields that he is criticizing. He 
criticizes the fact that Brinkmann recommends people to fire their coach even though people gain 
from it. Again he argues that scientific studies are on his (and the other coaches) side. He criticizes the 
methods that Brinkmann are using, by referring to the scientific studies that proves that people are 
more satisfied when they go with their gut, and they feel inside themselves as the coaches tell them 
to. From the two Basic Reasons, we found Intermediate conclusion1, which Lavendt uses to support 
his own argumentation and his conclusion. Through the first two Basic Reasons, Ebbe Lavendt 
concludes that the way Brinkmann argues does not add up with the scientific studies and self-help-
literature that exist today. From Intermediate conclusion1 he continues by giving Basic reason3 to 
support his arguments, he does this to underline and support his own conclusion and field of work. By 
giving several reasons to support his own conclusion and field of work he supports himself and gives 
himself more credibility. In Basic reason3 it is clear that he argues to give himself more credibility. 
Basic reason3: ”Og når Svend Brinkmann nogle gange prøver at blande de her to ting sammen, 
altså positiv tænkning og positiv psykologi, så synes jeg lidt han går imod det man normalt gør 
som forsker, hvor man prøver at udrede nuancerne.” 120 
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He feels that Brinkmann goes against the mainstream scientific method by mixing up different 
dimensions, which he feels are not comparable. The methods he argues are being mixed up are 
“positive thinking” which is a philosophical method and “positive psychology”, which is a 
psychological method. These are not comparable, as they are used in two different dimensions. 
Following up on Intermediate conclusion1 and Basic reason3, we found Intermediate conclusion2. 
Here Lavendt feels that not only is Brinkmann being disproved by the scientific studies, he is also 
mixing psychology and philosophy together which makes Brinkmann’s book and arguments invalid. 
Lavendt keeps supporting himself and his studies. He keeps arguing his own case; this is specifically 
shown in Basic reason4 where he again argues against Brinmann’s work 
Basic reason4: ”Det jeg synes, der er galt med Svend Brinkmann’s anbefalinger det er, at de 
står alene. De står ikke som nogle generelle anbefalinger, ”nu skal i gå ud og gøre sådan her”. 
Det er meget sådan specifikt for nogle specielle situationer, hvor de er relevante, og så er der 
mange andre situationer, hvor det ikke vil være relevant at følge de her anbefalinger.”121 
Here Lavendt argues that Brinkmann’s recommendations do not offer any concrete solutions or 
methods of approaching hurdles/problems in life, and therefore cannot stand-alone but can only 
counter other theories on how to approach certain situations. He feels that Brinkmann’s 
recommendations are too unclear for people to use; he argues that sometimes a recommendation 
needs a concrete solution or method of approaching hurdles/problems in life. 
Through Intermediate conclusion2 and Basic reason4, we got to Intermediate conclusion3. Here 
Lavendt feels that Brinkmann’s recommendations are not good as general guidelines, but can only be 
used in very specific situations. Furthermore, they have no scientific basis and are therefore neither 
helpful nor valid. In spite of the obvious attempts to discredit Brinkmann’s work through Basic 
reason5, he actually agrees with him in some of his conclusions. 
Basic reason5: ”Jo, det er muligt, at det virker som en udefrakommende stresser, at man skal 
forholde sig til ting, der forandrer sig osv. 
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Ja, men jeg er heller ikke uenig med SB i nogle af de ting, han skriver. Nogle af hans 
samfundskritiske synspunkter, er jeg enig med ham i. Men den måde han så skarpt udsteder 
nogle anbefalinger, det er det, jeg går op imod.”122 
Here he throws Brinkmann a bone. He actually agrees with him in his basic ideas, however as 
mentioned before, he is not satisfied with his methods or reasoning. He acknowledges that the 
constant drive for positive improvement can be stressful for the individual in certain situations and 
workplaces. He also acknowledges the underlying critique of the society in Brinkmann’s work. 
Intermediate conclusion3 and Basic reason5 leads us to the final conclusion. Through the entire 
analysis, we found that our final conclusion to the argumentation of Ebbe Lavendt is that Brinkmann’s 
recommendations do not have any scientific basis and therefore no actual value. He also concludes 
that even if Brinkmann has some valid points, his methods of presenting his recommendations are 
wrong. This conclusion is in stark contrast to what he actually agrees with Brinkmann on. Essentially, 
he does not disagree with many of Brinkmann’s points, he just does not approve with the scientific 
methods behind it, and that is the core of his critique. 
8.2.3 Where is the faith? 
In the beginning of the debate Sørine Gotfredsens is asked a question, which is based on a 
misconception on the host’s part, but it allows her to clarify her stance on Svend Brinkmann’s 
message from his newly published book “Stå Fast”. 
In our argumentation analysis of Sørine Gotfredsen’s argumentation in the debate. We find that the 
Basic Reason1 in her arguments of how Svend Brinkmann’s points and recommendations are similar 
to that of Lutheran Christianity. 
Basic Reason1: ”Og når SB taler om det her med at lede efter det negative i sig selv, så er det jo 
også stjerneklar kristen grundtanke, at mennesket skal gå ind og granske sig selv på den måde, 
at det skal forstå sine egne begrænsninger. Det skal forstå sin frygt, sit selvbedrag, sin 
selviskhed. Alle de ting, som vi med et samlet ord kan kalde syndighed, det skal mennesket ind 
og forstå i sig selv. Og det har ikke noget at gære med at sidde og mærke efter, det har noget 
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at gøre med at se sin egen virkelighed og personlighed i øjnene. Det er en klar kristen 
tankegang.”123 
The focus in this paragraph highlights the fundamental Christian concepts in the way that man needs 
to know his limitations, particularly the negative aspects, which can be summed up as sinning; this is a 
reality that one must face within himself. 
However, in Christianity, there is one major difference; God is the only one who can save you from 
those aspects and give you the strength to face them. Furthermore, in our argumentation analysis we 
found Basic Reason2  for her dislike of Brinkmann’s book “Stå fast”. 
Basic Reason2:”Det her han siger med at du finder ikke det sande inde i det selv, det sande 
kommer udefra, det er noget, du skal ud og opleve. Så forkynder han jo ren og skær 
næstekærlighed i sin reneste og pureste form, når han siger at mennesket skal gå ud og 
fokusere på, hvem den anden er, og ikke på hvem jeg er. ”124 
Here she creates a comparison between Svend Brinkmann’s concepts of finding the truth by looking 
outwards instead of inwards. Now as stated in the beginning, Gotfredsen, in the light of her Lutheran 
beliefs, is guided by the words of the Bible. 
In the Gospel of Matthew, chapter 22 verses 36-40, there is a passage, which is similar to Brinkmann’s 
concept. This is written as: 
“Jesus replied: “‘Love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all 
your mind. This is the first and greatest commandment. And the second is like it: ‘Love your 
neighbor as yourself.’ All the Law and the Prophets hang on these two commandments.”125 
This passage (among others) supports Gotfredsen’s statement about loving one’s neighbor. This is a 
fundamental concept in Christianity that Brinkmann mentions in his book, just without the Christian 
label. In addition to Basic Reason1  and Basic Reason2  there is found a Basic Reason3, which she uses 
to support her argument that Brinkmann’s book is a lot like the recommendations used in Christianity. 
Basic Reason3:”Der synes jeg han har meget ret i at problematisere den den subjektive følelse 
af, hvornår er jeg tilfreds. Hvornår er jeg lykkelig, som jo er et dogme i dagens Danmark. Så har 
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han fuldstændig ret i at sige, at det er ikke sikkert, det er meningen med dit liv, at du skal føle 
dig lykkelig, at du skal være tilfreds. Meningen med dit liv, er i kristen tradition jo også, at du 
skal kunne træde et skridt væk fra dig selv og gøre noget for et andet menneske, så det er hele 
den her meget kloge fokusering han laver på at mennesket skal rette opmærksomheden et 
andet sted hen end ind i sin egen navle, for det kommer der sjældent noget godt ud af. ”126 
In Basic Reason3, Gotfredsen repeats some of the elements mentioned in Basic Reason2 in order to 
reinforce her points. From the first three basic reasons, we find Intermediate conclusion1, which is 
used in order to support the final conclusion. 
Intermediate conclusion1:”Ordet provokerer er jo lidt forkert, fordi grundlæggende synes jeg 
at SB har vældigt meget ret. Det der provokerer mig, eller måske interesserer mig, med et 
andet ord, det er, at de ting, han understreger og udfolder, det er langt hen ad vejen ting, som 
teologer og præster og kristendommen i det hele taget har sagt i mange, mange, mange år. 
Det her med at være grundfæstet, ikke sidde og granske sig selv, men se ud ad mod den 
anden, osv., vi kommer tilbage til det, og det er bare påfaldende.”127 
Sørine Gotfredsen starts out by clarifying that she agrees with many of the concepts that Svend 
Brinkmann wrote about. However, she is slightly provoked by the fact that many of the concepts can 
also be found in Christianity, yet the results of these two parties wildly differ. From this we found 
Basic Reason4. 
Basic Reason4:“Men han forkynder rigtig mange af de grundelementer i menneskesynet, som 
kristendommen står for. Nu kender jeg ikke hans private trosforhold, men han forkynder jo 
ikke at der er en gud, og at det er en gud, vi står i forhold til. ”128 
Here, she clearly declares that Brinkmann preaches about several basic concepts of Christianity, yet 
what he does not do is taking the Christian God into consideration in any way. She continues by giving 
Basic Reason5. Which is supporting her own field of work. 
Basic Reason5:”Jeg synes også det er påfaldende, at alle de mennesker, der åbenbart mailer til 
SB hver dag, men også som vi har hørt her, der siger, at han har fat in den lange ende. Det er 
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sådan et meget malende udtryk, fordi jeg vil så sige, at han er ikke henne ved enden af enden, 
men han har fat i den lange ende på den måde, at kommentere noget, masser af mennesker 
instinktivt kan mærke er sandt. Og det er fordi jeg tror, det er sandt… Men min anke mod SB, 
det er jo naturligvis, at når han ikke tager skridtet fuldt ud derud, hvor jeg som teolog ville tage 
det, og sige, at jamen der findes en instans, der gør at mennesket ikke kan frasige sig dette, at 
gøre sin pligt. ”129 
In Basic Reason5 we are told by Gotfredsen that a notably amount of people have written to 
Brinkmann and lauded him for his work, thinking that he has a complete picture of it all. However, 
Gotfredsen states her disagreement and that he needs more to complete the picture, because as a 
Lutheran Christian she is inclined to believe in Sola Scriptura as the word of God that is absolute truth. 
Furthermore, it is found that Basic Reason5 supports her argument that Brinkmann’s 
recommendations are the same as seen in the Christian religion. 
Basic Reason6:“Når der ikke er en ydre ramme, stadigvæk, som mennesket står ti ansvar for, 
udover sig selv, så kan ethvert nyt forslag til hvordan mennesket bliver lykkeligt, og det er jo 
også lidt det SB, han flirter med, kan man sige.”130 
This is a further emphasis on the lacking of a non-religious concept that is too willingly accepted by 
society as opposed to that of a religious one. Without a religious ideology to back up the concept, she 
believes that he is not setting the parameters for his concept that makes any newly made-up concept 
as valid as the other without an absolute truth to reinforce it. From Intermediate conclusion1, Basic 
Reason5  and Basic Reason6  we found Intermediate conclusion2. Here it is concluded how she is irked 
by how people has reacted on Brinkmann’s recommendations when the Christian church has been 
preaching almost the same in the church for decades. 
Intermediate conclusion2:”Det siger så meget om vores tid og vores mentalitet, og når det er 
en psykolog, der kommer og siger de her ting, så falder hele den samlede medieverden 
fuldstændig på halen af benovelse, selvom man kan gå ned i sin kirke hver eneste søndag og 
høre nogle budskaber, der svarer rigtig meget til, og det kan godt provokere mig lidt. ”131 
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In this intermediate conclusion, we gather that Gotfredsen is slightly annoyed by the fact that 
numerous people react in a very surprised way to a message that is similar to what one can hear in 
the local church on a weekly basis. Gotfredsen keeps supporting herself. She argues that she agrees 
with Brinkmann but that she disagrees or is unsatisfied with the fact that God is not a part of these 
recommendations, because, as mention earlier, Brinkmann is stating approximately the same as the 
Church has been doing for nearly two thousand years. From these reasons and intermediate 
conclusions, we have found a final conclusion on what Sørine Gotfredsen is arguing for. Overall, she is 
distressed by the response to a non-religious book that shares concepts that are strikingly similar to 
Christianity. However, Brinkmann’s book is met with an overwhelmingly positive response and 
Christianity is not, despite reciting many similar concepts on a weekly basis. This leads her to believe 
that people will only listen to this kind of wisdom from a non-religious person. 
 
8.2.4 It is unhealthy for the individual to fight alone 
Susan Christensen is one of the debaters on the show. She is, among other things, a stress coach, 
master coach, career-advisor and a mentor. According to Susan Christensen, what you can use a 
coach for, is getting a better connection between your head and your body. She states this in Basic 
Reason1. 
Basic Reason1: “Når du bruger dit hoved til at tænke efter, så kan du også bruge din krop til at 
mærke efter, eller I virkeligheden til at tænke efter med. Jeg mener simpelthen, at der er en 
forbindelse mellem hoved og krop, som vi skal passe rigtig, rigtig meget på, at vi ikke får 
klippet over permanent.”132 
Here Susan Christensen states that if one always think with the head, one forgets an important part of 
oneself. Christensen states that one makes decisions from only half of one’s total being. If we are not 
careful, the connection between body and head might be lost completely. This leads us to Basic 
Reason2, where she describes how she makes sure that both the head and the body are playing an 
important role. 
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Basic Reason2: “Jeg sørger netop for, at begge dele er I spil. Og noget af det, man lærer, 
hvis man kommer hos mig eller en lang række af mine kollegaer, det er netop noget af 
det som Svend Brinkmann skriver til allersidst I sin bog, nemlig at lære at skelne mellem, 
hvad der er inden for min kontrol, og hvad er udenfor min kontrol.”133 
The coaching method, which Susan Christensen works with, concerns both the body and the head. 
When reconsidering yourself with “your body”, you also find what is in your control and what is 
outside your control. This is apparently very important, in order to maintain well-being, mindfulness, 
or other related terminology. Basic Reasons1 & 2, leads us to Intermediate Conclusion1. 
Intermediate Conclusion1: “Det, du kan, det er at du kan få en bedre forbindelse mellem 
dit hoved dog din krop. Rigtig, rigtig mange mennesker I det moderne liv, vi lever I idag, 
de er så meget oppe I deres hoved, at de fuldstændig glemmer at bruge kroppen til 
andet end at bære rundt på hovedet, og det synes jeg er problematisk .”134 
What Susan Christensen essentially is saying here is that, many people in our secular society are 
stressed and over thinking. Being coached by her will ensure the connection between mind and body. 
She finds coaching important, because it can help you relieve some of the tension you have within 
yourself. She finds it problematic that, people only use their body, to carry around their head. From 
this, we find Basic Reason3. 
Basic Reason3: “Nej, det skal vi ikke. Der er jeg enig med Svend Brinkmann. Noget af det, 
der er rigtig vigtigt, når du kommer hos en coach, det er at du sætter dig et mål, som har 
en deadline, så du ved hvad det er, du arbejder hen imod. Netop så det ikke bliver 
endeløs sovsen rundt I “hvad føler jeg, eller hvad mærker jeg, eller hvad tænker jeg”. 
Coaching er en meget, meget effektiv metode til at nå nogle mål”.135 
Susan Christensen does not believe that we should be in a “constant never ending improvement”. Her 
method of coaching consists of setting a goal, and working towards that. One could say that it is a 
more constructive way of guiding someone, instead of this endless searching within. She agrees with 
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Svend Brinkmann about certain methods of coaching, but still she does not see a problem with her 
own. This leads us to Basic Reason4. 
Basic Reason4: “Jamen det tror jeg, I kan alle sammen. Jeg tror at det er en balancegang, 
og jeg er fuldstændig enig med Svend Brinkmann I, at I det øjeblik det kammer over og 
bliver tvang, så bliver coacing som metode misbrugt.”136 
Here Susan Christensen states that everybody can learn something from visiting and working with a 
coach. If coaching somehow is being forced upon you, it is not used for its purpose. On the other 
hand, there are many types of coaching, which is important to consider when she is agreeing with 
Svend Brinkmann. For further notice, we will return to this argument later. If coaching is being forced 
upon a person, and if it at the same time is, a type of coaching that is not necessarily healthy then it is 
problematic. This leads us to Intermediate Conclusion2. 
Intermediate Conclusion2: “Jeg synes han tager fejl, når han lægger en hel profession for 
had. Det er måske et lidt stærkt udtryk at bruge, men når han går ud med en overskrift 
der hedder “fyr din coach”, så sætter han I den grad spot på en profession, og der synes 
jeg han går galt I byen, og muligvis har misforstået, hvad coaching I hvert fald også kan 
være.”137 
What she basically is saying throughout the whole debate is that there are many aspects of coaching, 
and many different styles of it. Susan Christensen’s criticism towards Svend Brinkmann consists of him 
going against the whole profession. He forgets that coaching also can be something, which is more 
similar to Svend Brinkmann’s ideology. She also says at one point that, she is considering naming the 
style of coaching, which she practices for ‘stoic-coaching’. Over all, Susan Christensen agrees with 
what Svend Brinkmann is saying. This is shown even further in the debate, where we find Basic 
Reason5. 
Basic Reason5: “Det er folk I alle aldersgrupper, der kan bruge hjælp af en eller anden 
slags. Nu er det jeg primært beskæftiger mig med til daglig, det er karriererådgivning, 
eller jobcoaching, om du vil, altså alt, hvad der handler om job og arbejdsliv. Og rigtig, 
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rigtig mange har den oplevelse, at de bliver revet rundt I manegen med krav fra hele 
arbejdsmarkedet, ledighedssystemet og de enkelte virksomheder. Og jeg synes fx at når 
Svend Brinkmann siger, at vi skal gå u dog sige til arbejdsgiverne, at de ejer os kun I 8 
timer om dagen, men de ejer ikke vores identitet og personlighed, så vil jeg sige, at hvis 
jeg som karriererådgiver sad og sagde sådan, så måtte jeg også sige som en tilføjelse 
“held og lykke” med at bevare din tilknytning til arbejdsmarkedet.”138 
Because she states that all people at all ages could use help of some sort, it tells us that it is not only 
career advising coaching can be used for, but also regular guidance. If you at some point in your life 
are confused about what to do, or which way to go. Her focus point in this section is her professional 
center of attention on the labor-market. How she points out the problems for the individual she helps 
in this relation. Her point being that even though she perhaps agrees with Svend Brinkmann, she just 
wants to point out that if she had to say that to any of her clients, concerning the labor-market, she 
could not be morally comfortable with it. The host afterwards questions her, how this could not be 
enforced, as Svend Brinkmann talks about. In relation to this question, it is interesting to note, as she 
mentions in Basic Reason4, that this is not a trademark she condone in coaching. Even though, she to 
some degree is contradicting herself. This leads us to Basic Reason6. 
Basic Reason6: “Konsulenthuset “ballisager” kom I sidste uge med deres 
rekrutteringsanalyse for 2014, og uanset om du spørger offentlige eller private 
virksomheder, så er de aller største krav de stiller medarbejderne fleksibilitet.”139 
In an attempt to further Intermediate Conclusion2, she draws the “fact” card, and refers to an 
analysis, which underlines her argument that the behavior she gives in Basic Reason5 is correct. This 
leads us to Intermediate Conclusion3. 
Intermediate Conclusion3: ”Jeg ved ikke om jeg er med til at inkarnere det, jeg er I hvert 
fald med til at lære de mennesker, der kommer hos mig, hvordan de skal forholde sig til 
de krav.”140 
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In this intermediate conclusion she, gives a personal reason for doing what she does, which is to 
inform her clients of the requirements on the labor-market. In doing her job, she agrees she might be 
(but is not sure) incarnating the harsh requirements on the labor-market. All of this leads us to the 
Final Conclusion. 
Final Conclusion: “Så jeg er enig med Svend Brinkmann, når han går ud dog kritiserer 
systemet, men at kræve, at det er den enkelte, der tager den kamp, det vil have meget 
store omkostninger for den enkelte, så det vil jeg ikke anbefale.”141 
The main focus of this conclusion is that she agrees with Svend Brinkmann, however, his criticism of 
her still remains. She actually takes steps towards him and focuses on the fact that she is not like the 
whole trade. Her contemplation in her agreement with Svend Brinkmann is that maybe this needs to 
change, but in her view, it is unhealthy or dangerous to recommend the individual to struggle in this 
fight alone.  
8.3 CRITIQUE OF THE CULTURE 
When you start peeling off the layers of the discussion, it becomes clear, that the debaters actually 
agree much more than some of them are prepared to admit. Boiled down to the bone, it becomes 
exactly what Brinkmann intended for it to be – a critique of the modern culture of self-development 
and self-realization, in general but certainly in the labor market. 
Ebbe Lavendt agrees with Brinkmann in his critique that the demand for development or 
improvement becomes a stress factor when it comes from an outside source. That is when it is an 
external demand that is forced upon you. Both the coaches claim that the most appreciated ability in 
the labor market today is to be adaptable and flexible. Susan Christensen even goes on to state that if 
she told her clients otherwise, they would exclude themselves from the labor market. Therefore, they 
both agree that it is a problem, when it is pressure put on from the outside, and they both agree that 
it is in fact, just that. 
This means that they actually agree with Brinkmann in his critique of society in the sense that it calls 
for these coaching ”solutions”, but they cannot boldly proclaim that, as it is the basis for their 
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livelihood. Therefore, it ends up not being a critique of coaching, but a critique of the culture of self-
development, which calls for the coaching in the first place. It is interesting to note here, that the 
coaches actually agree that the state of a society that calls for this is a problem for the individual, but 
it is not a battle for the individual to take, as he will then only lose his job. The conclusion of the 
debate ends up being exactly Brinkmann's essential critique. 
 BACKGROUND EXPERIENCE  9
Now that we have looked at the debate, we will examine the historical context. We do this in order to 
establish a better basis of information, in relation to when we will revisit the debate later on. 
Furthermore, this section will provide a valuable foundation in which we can both discuss and create 
perspectives in regards to the problem definition. Firstly, we will inspect the older aspect of the 
historical context; secondly, we will look at the more recent history.  
9.1 TURN BACK TIME 
9.1.1 Enlightened 
The age of The Enlightenment was a period of time, which expanded from approximately year 1680 to 
year 1800142. This era provided new thoughts and tendencies, which determined the culture of its 
time. The providers of these new thoughts and tendencies were Les Philosophes143. Les Philosophes 
derives from French language, and it is the title of literary men, scientists, and thinkers in the age of 
the Enlightenment144. These great influential thinkers were, as Søren Holm marks in his book 
“Oplysningstiden”, feared by those who represented old authorities e.g. the priest and other forms of 
hegemonies that ruled at the time. In contrast to this circumstance, the great thinkers were highly 
respected by those who supported their work of thoughts and enlightenments145. In the book 
“Oplysningstiden”, Søren Holm states that Voltaire (born November 21, 1694, Paris, France—died 
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May 30, 1778, Paris) was a significant and influential writer of the time146. In Voltaire’s work “The 
Philosophical Dictionary” he wrote147, ‘Descartes was forced to leave his country, Gassendi was 
calumniated, and Arnauld dragged out his days in exile; every philosopher is treated as the prophets 
were amongst the Jews’. This utterance by Voltaire creates an image of how the presenters of the old 
authorities were extremely against the philosophers new thoughts and their thereof tendencies - 
nonetheless, new thoughts and tendencies efficiently marked the period of The Enlightenment.  
Søren Holm points out that The Enlightenment as a movement alone took different forms and 
thereby created different tendencies, but as Søren Holm also states, the movement of The 
Enlightenment and its supporters shared a common mentality and philosophy of life. This common 
mentality and philosophy of life, as Søren Holm puts it, can be divided and expressed through four 
different traits of characters, those of which clarifies what the supporters of this movement148. These 
traits of characters that Søren Holm presents in his book are Secularism, Intellectualism, Moralism 
and Optimism149, and we have chosen to focus on Secularism.  
Søren Holm presents the act of courage as a tendency, and he states that ‘Sapere aude’, which in 
Latin means ‘Dare to know’150. This was the motto of the age of The Enlightenment (Holm, 1959: 53). 
In the book by Søren Holm, one will find an introduction to Immanuel Kant’s thoughts. His thoughts 
regarding courage being a tendency, as Søren marks, Immanuel Kant characterizes this tendency in his 
work from 1784 “Was ist Aufklärung?”. Immanuel Kant describes the period as being the time where 
the agent stopped being immature in a self-inflicted manner. Søren Holm introduces a piece of Kant’s 
work called “Was heisst sich im Denken orientieren”, and Kant wrote, ‘die Maxime, jederzeit selbst zu 
denken, ist die Aufklärungen’, which means that a basic idea in the age of the Enlightenment was 
thinking for oneself, and thinking for oneself at any given moment and this was the Enlightenment. By 
this expression, Immanuel Kant moved away from believing in authority151. 
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1.1.5.1 Secularism  
The definition of the term secularism given in the Oxford English dictionary is the principle that 
morality merely should be determined by means of the human’s wellbeing in its current life. It creates 
the exclusion of all thoughts and considerations, which derives from the belief in God152. E.g. ‘if one 
treats others with kindness and respect then, morality, in regards to how one ought to treat others, 
must be based on whether or not it makes others feel good’. It did not start out with a hostile 
approach towards religion. In fact, it did have a basis in it, but through time, it grew mistrustful 
towards the Bible, Pope, Church and other organizations expressing themselves as the ultimate divine 
truth.153 
One of the issues was that the Church tried to be the intermediary between humanity and God. 
The relations between the Church and the Enlightenment became more strained over time as the 
Enlightenment grew more radical and the Church became more hostile towards its radicalism. 154 In 
fact, the Enlightenment sought to involve itself with Churchly affairs in order to either include or 
exclude themselves from being attached to the religious system. According to Søren Holm, it was not 
until the 18th century that the Enlightenment adapted a direct hostile approach towards the Church, 
which led them to seek separation towards the Church and State155. As it so happens, the 16th century 
theologian Martin Luther was used as an example for the separation due to his popularized belief that 
one’s faith was personal and solely between the individual and God, without any kind of intermediary 
such as the State. Back then, the state believed it to be its duty to ensure its people’s passage to 
Heaven after death. 156 
However, as the European societies began to grow apart from Christianity, representatives of the 
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Enlightenment sought to establish a natural human right, ethics, religion and law that was set apart 
from that of Christianity, so it could apply to all humans.157 
Reasons for establishing such a restructuration were expressed by the English philosopher John Locke. 
He expressed a concern towards the matter of lack of applicability in regards to divine rights, laws, 
ethics & religion towards atheists who would not be bound by those parameters due to their disbelief 
in them158. Another notable reason that was expressed to secularize religion was to deter any possible 
misuse by heads of the state, the Church or others who could use divinity in order to manipulate the 
common man to do their bidding.159  Despite secularism taking shape in the Enlightenment, it bears 
mentioning that at the end of the Renaissance there was a scientist known as Galileo, who was one of 
the first people to pave the road by modernizing science using his own discoveries that in turn led to 
the dismissal of the divine plan insisted upon by religion.160 Moreover, while the secularization-
process took its roots in the Enlightenment, it was an ongoing process that only then saw its finality in 
the 20th century.161 
On a further note and in regards to criticizing this primary source of which we have used in order to 
give an outline of a historical aspect such as the Enlightenment, we see this source as being a 
secondary source. This source we view as being secondary, because the author primarily builds his 
claims on other sources. The author of this book “Oplysningstiden” has the academic titles cand.teol. 
1926 and cand.mag. in historie and religious knowledge 1928162. Therefor we regard him a viable 
author. Søren Holm as an author of the book “Oplysningstiden” is not biased on the statements he 
makes. He merely states facts on the basis of primary sources used, take for example Immanuel Kant’s 
work “Was ist Aufklärung?”. To conclude, the source is reliable.  
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9.1.2 Hippie-like 
Since the youth rebellion started in the early 1960’s in San Francisco, it has influenced the western 
mind in many ways.163 The so-called Hippies had the idea of looking within themselves to find the 
answer, which among other things came from taking various hallucinogenic substances, such as the 
infamous Lysergic Acid Diethylamide (LSD)164. It is interesting to note that even though the ideology of 
the hippie-movement was immaterialism, love and compassion, capitalism has bought the idea of 
finding your inner self, and listening to your inner voice.165 As Svend Brinkmann writes in his book: 
“68’ernes antiautoritære vending mod selvet og det indre er I dag blevet institutionaliseret i både 
skoler og arbejdsliv i Danmark”.166 Of course, back then, the idea of breaking free of society’s chains 
was liberating, and according to the philosopher Axel Honneth, there was a good reason for turning 
your back on strict social forms, which prevented the individual to express and unfold itself.167 
Furthermore, he states that the resistance against the system ended up becoming a matter of looking 
within. The interesting point here is that the late modern consumer-society we live in today is now 
using the exact same idea as the hippies back then.  
This idea of looking within, which in the western society came from the hippie-revolution, has 
influenced many aspects of our society today. Students do not just have to find the answer in books 
or nature, but also within themselves. They are being labeled with the kind of intelligence they 
possess, so they can have their own individual way of learning as much as possible. In adulthood, self-
realization and feeling within is the center for a more effective learning process. In the labor market, 
it is important to attend personality-evolving courses, and the goal with all these approaches is 
finding the inner-core. If you are able to find your inner core, you are much more likely to evolve and 
progress.168 
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9.2 A SYSTEMATIC SHARED SYSTEM 
9.2.1 Your own Positive Perception 
The psychology that Ebbe Lavendt is supporting his argumentation with in the debate is the scientific 
studies for evident based coaching SEBC169, which is further studies of positive psychology. Studies 
regarding market-analysis, recruiting, process of consultation, supervision, coaching and 
advisement170. Positive psychology is one of the most important points of view for the work of Ebbe 
Lavendt. Positive psychology centers on the strengths and virtues that enable individuals and 
communities to thrive171. Furthermore, positive psychology is founded on the supposition that 
individuals wants to live a meaningful and fulfilling life that cultivates what is excellent about 
themselves and within themselves and to use that to improve the experience of love, work and 
play172. Positive psychology has three central concerns, which all of the work about positive 
psychology is centered about. These three central concerns are, positive emotions, positive individual 
traits and positive institutions173. Positive emotions are a central concern in positive psychology 
because it entails contentment with the past, happiness in the present and hope for the future174. 
Positive individual traits are important for positive psychology because it involves the studies of 
strengths and virtues, for example capacity of love and work, courage, moderation, self-control, 
resilience, creativity, integrity, curiosity, self-knowledge, compassion and wisdom 175 . Positive 
institutions are relevant to positive psychology because it entails the study of strengths that furthers 
better communities, for example through justice, responsibility, nurturance, teamwork, purpose work 
ethic, leadership, civility, parenting and tolerance176. What you primarily work with in positive 
psychology are things like happiness, traits, hope, optimism, flow, emotional intelligence, creativity, 
wisdom, and positive thinking.  
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9.2.1.1 Happiness 
Happiness is concerned with positive affectivity and negative affectivity. Positive affectivity is 
correlated to extraversion and negative affectivity is correlated to neuroticism177. These dimensions 
are used in the Circumplex model of the emotions178, to explain the way of the emotions. Positive 
affectivity contains the sub-dimensions of joviality, self-assurance and attentiveness179. Whereas 
negative affectivity is associated with a wide range of psychological disorders, mostly depression180. 
Both the dimensions represent components in the neurobiological system. Negative affectivity is 
related to the avoidance orientated behavioral inhibition system181 this part of the brain has the 
function to instigate avoidance-behavior and inhibit approach-behavior to make the organism stay 
away from danger pain or punishment182. The positive affectivity is related to the behavioral 
facilitation system – this system leads the organism towards rewards that leads to pleasure. This part 
of the brain has the function to help the organism obtain resources necessary for survival183.  Over 
time there have been made many studies to assess the rating of happiness amongst people. Meyers & 
Diener made a survey in 1996 where they concluded that the level of average happiness amongst 
people is 6.75 on a 10-point scale184. Happiness is correlated to positive emotions, which leads to 
better domains of work, relationships and health185. The theory broaden-and-built theory of positive 
emotions that are elaborating positive affectivity does not only signal rewards and pleasure but also 
facilitates creative tolerant thinking and productivity186. Happiness is influenced by tree important 
factors: set-point, life circumstances and intentional activities. By considering these three factors, you 
should be able to reach happiness with respect to your relationships and the environment, but 
everything in a moderate portion.  
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9.2.1.2 Traits 
Traits are the personal characteristics, which are enduring; they influence the person’s behavior. 
Traits are often distributed within the society; most people show that they have a moderate portion 
of every trait; however, some people show tendencies of having a higher or lower portion of a certain 
trait. This is why McCrae & Costa made a trait theory: the Five-Factor Model of Personality187, see 
enclosure 4. The Five-Factor Model of Personality includes to five following dimensions: neuroticism, 
extraversion, openness to experience, agreeableness and conscientiousness188. These five factors are 
the ones used to decide how traits function. Through the traits of every individual, positive 
psychology thrives to use the traits for the development of the individual and to identify the life-well-
lived. The character traits that are essential to the field of positive psychology are in the Values In 
Action (VIA) Classification of Character Strengths and Virtues189. These abstract personality traits used 
in the Values In Action (VIA) Classification of Character Strengths and Virtues190 are used to achieve 
the six virtues; Wisdom, courage, humanity, justice, temperance and transcendence.  Wisdom is an 
important virtue because it strengthens creativity (personal characteristics and aspects of the 
individual’s psychological context asserted in a various ways), curiosity (psychology distinctions 
between transitory states of interest and the enduring traits), open-mindedness (judgment occur 
when an individual make decisions, the value of adopting a careful, rational and open-minded 
approach in such situations), love of learning (instinct motivation to acquire competence and 
expertise) and the capacity to take a broad perspective(making balanced judgments about available 
options)191. Courage is an important virtue because it strengthens authenticity (awareness of personal 
attributes), bravery (being courageous and standing up for ones believes), perseverance (high ability 
to delay gratification and high self-esteem, high self-efficacy, autonomy and self-control) and zest 
(engaging in activities with an open-mindedness and enthusiasm)192. Humanity is an important virtue 
because it strengthens kindness (empathic emotions leading to altruistic behavior), love (the 
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motivation and capacity to make and maintain affectionate bonds) and social intelligence (the 
capacity to accurately recognize the psychological states of self and others)193. Justice is an important 
virtue because it strengthens fairness (an outcome of moral judgment), leadership (organizes group 
activities, fosters good relations and makes sure that tasks are completed) and teamwork (social 
responsibility, citizenship and working for the common good)194. Temperance is an important virtue 
because it strengthens forgiveness (empathy with the transgressor and changes over time in beliefs, 
emotions, motivations and behavior with respect for the transgressor), modesty (humility towards 
others, self-perception and acceptance), prudence (moderation and devoid of impulsivity) and self-
regulation (over-riding initial responses and replacing these with better and adaptive responses)195. 
Transcendence is an important virtue because it strengthens appreciation of beauty and excellence 
(strength of appreciation to awe, admiration, moral elevation), gratitude (emotional stability, 
agreeableness, self-confidence and the absence of narcissism and materialism), hope (dispositional 
optimism), humor (playfulness, laughing, joking) and religiousness (belief of a higher purpose and 
meaning of existence)196. These virtues has given solutions for how to live an authentic and the well 
liked life.  
9.2.1.3 Hope and optimism 
When gaining an understanding of why and how people choose a positive way of thinking, the factors 
positive illusion and self-deception, optimism and hope are important for the understanding and 
researching of the human psychology197.  
9.2.1.3.1 Positive illusion and self-deception 
Positive illusion is found to have a great impact on the human being, within the areas of well-being, 
relationship satisfaction, better health, capacity to adjust to adversity and improvement of work 
productivity. Most people do not acknowledge positive illusions because they are so engaged in our 
being and positive nature.  In a human life, one gains a lot of negative information, that can change 
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ones worldview. However, the psychology of the human being will try to maintain a positive 
worldview. To maintain a positive worldview and positive illusions one uses a variety of defenses and 
self-deceptive strategies to maintain the positive illusions198. The main defenses one works with in 
positive psychology are denial and repression. By denying a happening, one does not acknowledge 
the meaning of a stressful or menacing event in the external world199. This makes one unable to learn 
from the experience or consider the negative events for the future. One will refuse to accept a 
negative event, and interpret the event as it suits one best, for again to gain a positive worldview200. 
When repressing a happening one is repressing social unacceptable aggressive or sexual impulses 
from ones inner self201. This makes one unable to be authentic and rely on the natural impulses one 
gets. One will refuse to accept a social unacceptable impulse in one’s conscience and the impulse will 
end up in one’s unconsciousness202.   
9.2.1.3.2 Optimism 
Up until the 1970s, optimism was deliberated to be a psychological deficit. The negative view of 
optimism was founded on the ground of the work from Voltair (1759), Porter (1913) and Freud (1939) 
who meant optimism was an illusion203. However, in 1978 Margaret Matlin and David Stang’s 
research showed that the thinking process of a human being was optimistic204. This research changed 
the idea of optimism. It was found that optimism was a naturally evolved process humans gained 
when reflecting upon their future. When one were optimistic, they gained a better and happier life 
than if one were to be realistic or pessimistic. If one were to be realistic or pessimistic, one would lose 
their will to fight for survival in situations where one is exposed to danger, sickness or death. However 
in opposition if one were to be optimistic one would be motivated to struggle to survive if one where 
exposed to similar situations205. Optimism relies on a person’s state of mind. By being optimistic one 
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expects good things to happen which are constructions of future expectations206 and a result of the 
emotional processes207. There is a clear connection between emotional reactions and optimistic 
judgments, which is influenced by individual and situational factors. Whether or not one is optimistic 
is dependent on the situation one is in and the individuality of that person.208   
9.2.1.3.3 Hope 
The concept hope originates from the history of hope theory. Hope being a search for an optimistic 
pathway towards a goal. Hope is as well as optimism regarding positive future expectations. Hope is 
expectations for something better, indicating that the present is bad, or the necessity for change209. 
The goals one wants to gain are the mental targets, which guides the human behavior for the 
individual. By having hope it follows that the ability to create several pathways to achieve the goal 
increases210.  Hope is a result of a persistent success when persuiting a goal, which creates significant 
positive relations making the individual maintain this state of mind211. The ability to pursuit a goal is 
motivated by the hope of achievement and in this way one would create pathways to achieve the 
goals. This makes the individual thrive to solve a problem-orientated situation. Hope is significant for 
the prediction of a problem-focused coping when one is in a problemoriantated situation212. The 
emotions within the process of achieving the desired goal are dependent on the thoughst, actions and 
functions that provides one with feedback in the process of pursuting the desired goal.  
9.2.1.4 Flow 
One of the important concepts in Positive Psycholy is called Flow. The Psychologist Csíkszentmihályi 
was the first to propose the term and described it as a state of mind in which you approach a certain 
task. The goal is to center all of your attention and positive feelings towards the task at hand.213214215 
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9.2.1.5 Emotional intelligence  
Another concept to take into consideration is Emotional Intelligence. This is described as the ability to 
recognize and reflect upon feelings in yourself and in others, in order to evaluate if these feelings are 
relevant in the situation given and how to handle them. There are different variations of this concept; 
however, most of them focus’ on learning emotional intelligence in order to become a good leader in 
a work environment. The Oxford Dictionary describes it as ”the capacity to be aware of, control and 
express one's emotions, and to handle interpersonal relationships judiciously and empathetically.” 
 
9.2.1.6 Creativity 
Creativity is a phenomenon that has been in our culture for decades. However, creativity as a 
psychological phenomenon has a rather short history. Creativity as a concept in positive psychology is 
used to describe an individual’s worldview and produces self-insight. Of course, there are several 
levels of creativity, and these levels are formed within ones childhood. A high level of creativity 
decides one’s intellectual resources216. One’s creativity is viewed as a highly positive human capacity, 
both for the individual and for the societal levels. However, as a high level of creativity creates one’s 
intellectual resources one could gain an over-increased or expanded way of thinking, which is often 
associated with disorders or a manic state of mind217. Creativity is defined as a part of a cognitive 
process that facilitates thoughts and uses emotional intelligence. Furthermore, creativity is not only 
viewed as a highly positive human capacity. If a creative individual were to change one’s point of view 
between skeptical and accepting, one would gain a more deeply understanding of a project and in 
that way gain more tools of creativity218. A creative behavior is highly valued in the society; it 
increases the outcome of a problem and provides more and better solutions. E.g., today creativity is 
awarded and honored through for example the Nobel Prize or the Golden Globe award219.   
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9.2.1.7 Wisdom 
Wisdom is different from one individual to another, which is important in all aspects of life. However, 
this does not mean that one’s wisdom is precise. Human motives often have roots in one’s wisdom, 
within each individual. It comes from the concept of optimism and is expressed in one’s behavior220. 
Subjective beliefs of wisdom are often attached to adulthood and aging, where wisdom is accepted to 
be a positive factor within these concepts, which it is why it is so important to considerate when 
working with positive psychology. However, when working with wisdom within positive psychology, 
one does not only work with it within the aspect of adulthood or aging. Wisdom is a concept that is 
explicit when working with phases and context of life. It potentially offers the means to live a good 
and optimal life221. Wisdom is used to specify the content and form of the individual, within its 
primary virtues and behaviors, which strives for the individual the attempt to live their life 
approaching the goal of a good life222.  
9.2.1.8 Positive thinking 
”Positive thinking” is another important concept in the field of positive psychology. According to 
Collins English Dictionary it is described as ”A technique for changing your attitude and fostering 
optimism.” This concept is used in the radio debate between Brinkmann and Lavendt, and is not to be 
confused with Positive Psychology, but it is part of it, which some psychologist working with Positive 
Psychology uses in their field of work. The idea is that your perception of a given situation defines 
your interactions in and with it, and if you always focus on the positive in any given situation, you will 
get the best possible experience in this situation. 
 
Positive Psychology is a term, which incorporates many different branches in this field of work. The 
main ideas throughout this field though, is that you can gain an authentic life through your own 
(positive) perception of any given situation. 
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9.2.2 Improvement 
Coaching is probably as old as humanity itself. However, that is if we regard it as the fundamental idea 
of teaching something to another person. Some coaches trace it as far back as the old Greek 
philosophers. An example of such a comparison is that of Socrates’s teachings of “know thy self” or 
his emphasis on drawing self-realization from within. The actual term that one associates with the 
profession of coaching in modern times, finds its roots from English universities. There it was used as 
a term for an individual guide or trainer, who would “carry” the student to succeed in an exam. It is 
interesting to note that this reference to “carrying” derives from the Hungarian word kocsi, which is a 
means of transport or carriage. The term, as mentioned, emerged in the universities of England, 
however later in America as well. Because of this it is a familiar word in these languages, and is not 
only associated with the profession of coaching, but with a wide arrange of different things. 223 224 225 
226 
The fundamental idea of coaching, as mentioned, is that of teaching others. Further definition and a 
central theme of coaching, is how this form of teaching or help is achieved. The main focus is on 
helping the individual, by making him or her help themselves. The method is utilized in order to 
unlock the individual’s potential. The key characteristic is the emphasis on achieving this by making 
the person look within for the answers. That is unlike Mentoring for example, which is focused on 
“outside and in”-teaching while coaching is done with “inside and out” teaching. The profession 
focuses on doing this with different skills, such as listening, questioning techniques, motivation, 
reflection, and psychological practises etc. 227  
These practices are fundamental in coaching, and can be applied to any field or relevance where an 
individual might need help. Some have even associated coaching with physiotherapy. However, a 
problem in the profession is the standard of conduct. Due to its unscientific nature, coaching often 
lacks a fundamental ethical or scientific structure. This might be the reason for much of the criticism 
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directed towards it. 228 Nonetheless, some coaches view their own profession instead as a hybrid of 
many professions, such as therapy, personal guidance, philosophy and pedagogy. This gives them in 
some sense a carte blanche to define themselves and their profession loosely. As the coach Miles 
Downey said: “…In regards to coaching, there is only poor agreement on, what it really is” (Downey 
1999).  229 
The history of coaching starts as previously mentioned in the 19th century, where the term emerged 
as slang. Nevertheless, it did not evolve prior to the 20th century, but some of the fundamental ideas 
can still be found within the emergence of psychology. In the beginning of the 20th century, some of 
the first steps in bringing psychological aspects into the business world began. Coaching followed 
these trends in psychology, along with the surfacing of behaviourism and cognitive psychology. In the 
1960s, the humanistic moment also started to affect the work markets of the world, people began to 
question the standards and subsequently coaching furthered its relationship with the business world 
as a reaction to the need for improvement of workplaces and people (see 9.2.2). Following this 
period, coaching became a fully acceptable part of the business world. 
Soon coaching spread exponentially, both in the business world and eventually elsewhere, developing 
and always in improvement as well. In the 1990s, it had a huge boom and many books and articles 
were written on the subject, and coaching moved into people’s everyday life. This has been the story 
of the profession ever since.230 231 232 
On further notice and in regards to the source criticism of this particular section (coaching), it is 
important to mention that the sources used have a relatively biased nature. It is authors who in some 
way have a relation to coaching whom have written most of them. However this has been taken into 
account and there has been made an effort in trying to portray the information as objectively as 
possible.   
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 THE DEBATE REVISITED 10
The accelerating culture and its consequences are the main themes of the book. According to Svend 
Brinkmann, the accelerating culture demands its individuals to interact and function in specific ways, 
and this can be summed up in three terms; being constantly positive, adaptable and flexible. Svend 
Brinkmann argues that the accelerating culture has critical consequences such as lack of common 
values, feeling inadequate, and leaving the majority of people unsatisfied with themselves or their 
current situation. Lacking a set of common values comes from the fact that there is a demand for 
being unique and authentic. This leads the individual to form its own values, instead of taking part in a 
common set of values that exist within a society (or any other established order). One of the 
consequences of a society that lacks common values is that there is no predetermined role or identity 
for the individuals. This can in turn lead to insecure individuals, which we will elaborate on later.  
Following the previous argument, positive psychology and coaching argues however, that if the 
individual is constantly positive, adaptable and flexible, it will actually profit the individual as well as 
the society. According to these technologies, we should as individuals strive to be the best and most 
authentic versions of ourselves.  Doing so would create stronger individuals, and this is important to 
the society as it promotes the competitive mentality, which is a premise in the accelerating culture. 
One can argue that in a globalized and integrated world, such a culture is necessary if the society does 
not want to fall behind or stop the wheels from turning.     
Svend Brinkmann does not agree with the premises of this competitive society. To him, it is not about 
the competitiveness in society, it is (but) whether we should compete at all or accept such a society. 
Within a competitive society, the individuals strive to be ahead of each other, and ultimately win. 
People measure their success by comparing themselves to other individuals, which to a certain degree 
makes us see each other as competitors. Here it is critical to note that Svend Brinkmann believes we 
should accept the fact that not everyone can be the best or question if this is even beneficial to 
society. One of the consequences of the competitive mentality could clearly be argued to be a further 
cementing of the insecurity of individuals, as they are not only unsure in their identity, but also 
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constantly forced to live up to the expectations of the accelerating culture. As we partially concluded 
in section 9.04, the debaters actually agree that the premises for the competitive society are wrong. 
However, it is important to note that this discussion can be boiled down to two basic ideas. Either you 
disagree with the premises, but acknowledge and accept their consequences in order to avoid being 
alienated from society, or else you reject the premises and its consequences. Given the latter we can 
refer to Susan Christensen’s statement in the debate (15,1 enclosure 1, page 79) that it would have 
tremendous consequences for the individual to fight this battle alone. However, one can clearly argue 
that the premises for the accelerating culture are problematic.    
Since the era of enlightenment, the focus has turned from the collective to the individual and from 
outwards to inwards. As a consequence of this extreme focus on the self and the individualistic 
mentality that has arisen, it has become a matter of being the creator of your own success. This never 
ending quest for self-realization can lead individuals to only focus on what they consider to be their 
obligations towards themselves – in order to obtain as much wealth or success as possible, setting 
aside other obligations that they, according to Svend Brinkmann, should focus on. Those could be 
obligations towards their grassroots communities or their relatives. Following this, one can argue that 
Instead of searching for the authentic self (the creator of you own success), we should as citizens 
become dignified and have a sense of duty. It can be argued that a lack of dignity leads one to refuse 
any influence coming from an external source, hence the individual getting unattached to duty or a 
sense of higher purpose.   
However, some might argue that this philosophy of being the creator of your own success is not a 
negative thing. This idea is the cornerstone of our western society. John Locke, who is one of the 
fathers of capitalism and the secular society, he (not he) argued that if all people strive for the best in 
any given situation, the highest amount of people will have the highest amount of wealth possible at 
all times. This is the basic idea of the free market and the competitive society. 
As aforementioned, society has become secularized and Svend Brinkmann claims that the self has 
become the religion. Thus, the higher meaning of life as a tendency has disappeared, and as a 
consequence of this, the individuals who seek purpose or value in life in this modern society, seek 
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their existential answers within the religion of the self. It can be argued that this search for existential 
answers can be found in the likes of coaching or positive psychology. 
It is important to realize that coaches, or the likes of, preach this new “religion”. This can cause the 
individual to become addicted to self-development.  Due to its ever-looming presence, coaching 
might make the individual mentally suggestible to coaches with less than benevolent motivations. 
Here one can argue for why Svend Brinkmann chooses to introduce Stoicism as a means to reclaim a 
sense of higher purpose, or at the very least, find a way for the individual to root itself in this 
accelerating culture. 
The approach used by many coaches and positive psychologists is the concept of positive thinking. 
This concept argues that positive thinking creates a more suitable pathway to achieving specific goals. 
Positive psychology argues that focusing on the positive makes you happier, which in turn leads you 
to a better life. 
This is contradictory to what Svend Brinkmann says, as he argues that the stoic concept of negative 
thinking definitely has as much value as positive thinking, and should be held in just as high a regard.  
 
It can be argued that positive psychology constructs the idea that one ought to strive for happiness in 
any given situation, and that a failure to live up to this is entirely up to the individual. This idea can 
create a burden or a sense of guilt towards oneself, or crisis in regards to one's role in society and in 
one’s own life. The idea is that you are the maker of your own happiness through your own 
worldview, and that your world is positive as long as you look for the positive. This helps to create the 
idea that it is not okay to be negative. It is not okay to be angry. You have an obligation towards 
yourself and towards society to not be negative.  
However, if one assumes the viewpoint of Svend Brinkmann, one can argue that it is healthier to allow 
negativity in your life. A more realistic approach to life would be to allow the negatives to become less 
devastating to your mental health, just as the positives would be much more appreciated. 
It appears that there is not one definite recipe for how to conduct oneself in regards to being 
authentic in today’s society, perhaps it is not even possible to be authentic. A balance between the 
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presented aspects in our discussion is a fundamental idea in Svend Brinkmann’s book and perhaps the 
most important one. This is seemingly also, what this discussion has concluded.   
 
In a historical context, it can be argued that Svend Brinkmann’s antidote is perhaps not the first 
antidote given, but actually a consequence of the ideas that some of the great thinkers of the age of 
The Enlightenment promoted. It can be argued that this discussion of how to conduct oneself in life is 
even older, e.g. stoicism vs. hedonism. In this sense, we can see a dualism between two polarized 
extremes. As the common ideas in a given society moves too far away from a balance of these 
polarized paths, anti-movements emerge. This is the reason why it is interesting that Svend 
Brinkmann argues for this middle way. In a nearer future, it can be argued that the antidote will be 
taken seriously, and the religion of the self will lose its central role in the western civilizations. 
However, what will replace its central role is uncertain. Furthermore, positive thinking and coaching 
will become inadequate in the hunt for a good and balanced life.   
From this, we argue that the culture of authenticity will move back and forth between extremes. We 
postulate that when the popular opinion in any given society becomes too extreme in either end, 
someone will propose an antidote and it will start moving back towards the center and so on. It is 
interesting to note in this context that the acceleration of change between the poles in the “waves” 
become faster and faster. If we follow this idea, it leads us to the assumption that the “waves” will 
eventually equal out in a linear fashion. According to this idea, it seems as if we are getting closer to a 
balance, or the true meaning. However, one could argue that we might never find the middle way, 
but only move back and forth between two extreme poles.  
Alternatively, that some collective change in people’s approach to technology for instance, will slow 
down the acceleration of change between extremes.  
 
From this discussion, we find that the answer, based on these ideas, is perhaps only possible to 
conclude by stating that things will always change and that every action has an equal and opposite 
reaction. 
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 CONCLUSION 11
We can conclude that Svend Brinkmann is actually opposed to the culture of individualistic 
authenticity, and what can be viewed as a competitive state. This is central throughout his critique. 
However, he does not actually conclude this in his critique. He is actually advocating towards finding a 
compromise and balance between the two opposing views. 
As we have already concluded earlier, we find that things will always change and as such, we cannot 
give a definite conclusion on this part of the problem definition, besides concluding on what his 
critique is. However, we can theorize or postulate that change is the only constant in this equation.  
Thus in regards to the concept of individualistic authenticity and the question, whether it has a future 
or not, the role of the concept might still be around although we presume that its value will be 
diminished compared to now. In regards to the question, “What does it mean to be authentic”, it 
follows the previous parts of this conclusion. We have no definite answer, but we are still able to 
postulate. One can argue that being true to yourself and your own authenticity is difficult, if possible 
at all in a society, which makes high demands in order for you to function and be successful in it. As of 
now, we believe that there is no definite answer to the question of authenticity, there probably never 
has been, and there might not be in the future.         
 PERSPECTIVE/FUTURE WORK 12
During the development of the problem definition, we came across several aspects, which would be 
interesting to take into consideration, should we work further with the project or put a different angle 
on it. An example of this is the radio debate wherein Ebbe Lavendt and Susan Christensen mentions 
statistical data, which could have been examined and perhaps have been a great support to a further 
discussion. Additional data could in general have been excellent to support statements made in the 
debate, as well as it could have given grounds to a more diverse discussion. We also contacted Svend 
Brinkmann to get an interview with him, as it could have given more depth to the discussion. When 
putting the project into further perspective, we could have used Charles Taylor and perhaps his book 
Ethics of Authenticity to shed light upon other aspects such as The Three Malaises. This could have 
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given us a different aspect to our discussion as it could have been interesting to examine The 
disenchantment, Individualism and The instrumental reasoning, so to see whether this could have 
given us a different aspect than what we came to conclude in our discussion.  
In the beginning of the project, we considered the many different aspects of authenticity. Numerous 
philosophers through time have grumbled about this abstract phenomenon. We considered 
individuals such as Jean-Paul Sartre, Socrates, Søren Kierkegaard, Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Friedrich 
Nietzsche, Martin Heidegger, and Terence McKenna. All of these people have many different aspects 
and ideas about ‘what it means to be Authentic’. It would have been utterly difficult to combine all of 
those aspects into one project, and if we had chosen to continue working with them, we would have 
been forced to narrow them down to a few. In the chaotic part of the project, where ideas floated all 
over the place, it looked as if we would have worked in a historical context, but since the debate 
about Svend Brinkmann’s book entered our minds, the project became social scientific and political, 
and therefore the these figures didn’t fit into the puzzle. 
 
 ENCLOSURES 13
13.1 ENCLOSURE 1 
Host – Christian Schou (V)  
Svend Brinkmann (SB) 
Ebbe Lavendt (EL) 
Susan Christensen (SC) 
Sørine Gotfredsen (SG) 
 
V: Det er helt vildt som din bog med titlen ”stå fast – et opgør med tidens udviklingstvang” har givet 
genlyd i Danmark. Havde du regnet med det, da du skrev den? 
SB: Nej, det havde jeg godt nok ikke. Altså, jeg har beskæftiget mig med det her emne gennem mere 
end 10 år. Jeg har skrevet flere tungere videnskabelige artikler om det, og har fortrinsvis 
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korresponderet med mine kollegaer, så det har været stille og roligt. Men nu her, hvor jeg har valgt en 
lidt anden formidlingsform, og selvfølgelig også strammet pointerne mere til, så må jeg sige, at det har 
fået en hel kolossal udbredelse, og jeg har fået ekstremt mange reaktioner på mail, på de sociale 
medier, alle mulige steder fra. 
V: Ja, du skrev f.eks. til os, da vi fik kontakt til dig første gang, at du fik 200 mails nærmest i timen. 
SB: Ja, det var nu en overdrivelse, men hundredevis om dagen i hvert fald, og det ord, der går igen, vil 
jeg gerne lige sige, i de fleste af de mails, det er ordet ”befriende”. Altså folk synes det er ekstremt 
befriende, at jeg så har vendt de her ting lidt på hovedet, og rigtig mange mennesker har 
tilsyneladende haft behov for at høre det her budskab. 
V: Og en af dem, der er blevet voldsomt provokeret, det er dig Sørine Gotfredsen. Du er præst ved 
Jesuskirken i Valby. Hvorfor provokerer Svend Brinkmann dig? 
SG: Ordet provokerer er jo lidt forkert, fordi grundlæggende synes jeg at Svend Brinkmann har vældigt 
meget ret. Det der provokerer mig, eller måske interesserer mig, med et andet ord, det er, at de ting, 
han understreger og udfolder, det er langt hen ad vejen ting, som teologer og præster og 
kristendommen i det hele taget har sagt i mange, mange, mange år. Det her med at være grundfæstet, 
ikke sidde og granske sig selv, men se ud ad mod den anden, osv., vi kommer tilbage til det, og det er 
bare påfaldende. Det siger så meget om vores tid og vores mentalitet, og når det er en psykolog, der 
kommer og siger de her ting, så falder hele den samlede medieverden fuldstændig på halen af 
benovelse, selvom man kan gå ned i sin kirke hver eneste søndag og høre nogle budskaber, der svarer 
rigtig meget til, og det kan godt provokere mig lidt. 
V: Men om det så er den rene skære kristendom, du prædiker, Svend Brinkmann i ly af din 
professor/psykolog-titel, den tager vi til sidst her i programmet, når vi har givet dine budskaber et 
kritisk eftersyn. Og Svend Brinkmann, med et glimt i øjet, så har du som tidens selvhjælps-eksperter, 
opstillet en syv-trins-guide til hvordan man affinder sig med sig selv, kommer uden om uhæmmet 
positiv tænkning og opnår en mere realistisk livsindstilling. Og det første råd, det lyder: ”Hold op med 
at mærke efter i dig selv”. Hvorfor skal jeg ikke mærke efter i mig selv, hvad jeg egentlig har lyst til, og 
føler mig godt tilpas med? 
SB: Det skal du da også engang imellem. F.eks. når du er på restaurant og skal bestille et eller andet, så 
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skal du selvfølgelig mærke efter i maven hvad ud har mest lyst til, men min pointe er, at der har bredt 
sig det synspunkt, at vi kan træffe stort set alle væsentlige beslutninger i vores liv ved at vende os 
indad, ved at mærke efter. Vi tror, at svarene på alle de vigtige spørgsmål kommer indefra. Og det tror 
jeg ikke de gør. Jeg mener, der er rigtigt gode argumenter for, at skrue lidt ned for al den mærken efter, 
og så i stedet for interessere sig for, hvad der er uden for en, og had det er for nogle sagsforhold, vi 
faktisk er vævet ind i. Nu har vi lige diskuteret i dag, eller det har folketinget, om der skal sendes 
kampfly til Mellemøsten. Altså jeg ved ikke, om man ville træffe en god beslutning af, i den sag, at 
mærke efter inden i os selv. Det tror jeg faktisk ikke, der tror jeg vi skal tænke mere fornuftigt, mere 
rationelt og knapt så følelsesbaseret. 
V: Råd nummer 5 på din livsstilsguide lyder: ”fyr din coach”. Hvad er der galt i at bruge en coach til at 
finde retning i sit liv? 
SB: Coachen er jo en figur, der i vores kultur, efter min mening i hvert fald, der i høj grad inkarnerer 
forestillingen om, at svarene er inde i dig selv. Coaching er så en teknologi, hvor det indre bliver 
spejlet, så man bedre kan se det. Og igen er der ikke nødvendigvis noget galt i at gøre det engang 
imellem, men for mig bliver det problematisk, når det bliver måden, vi træffer beslutninger på. Og helt 
galt mener jeg, det bliver, når coaching, medarbejdercoaching internt i en virksomhed eller noget, 
bliver en tvang. Altså når man bliver tvunget til at forholde sig til sig selv, som et personligt individ 
med sociale, emotionelle, personlige kompetencer, eller hvad det nu er, når lederen fx coacher 
medarbejderen. Så når den her selvudvikling, som jeg er kritisk optaget af, bliver en tvang, så mener 
jeg, der er grund til at sætte et stort spørgsmålstegn ved den. 
V: En af de coaches, man kunne fyre, det er dig, Susan Christensen, velkommen til. Du er oprindeligt 
bibliotekar, men har så videreuddannet dig til bl.a. stresscoach, mastercoach, karriererådgiver og 
mentor, og du driver så i dag selvstændig virksomhed som coach under sloganet ”livet er et puslespil – 
løs det”. Hvad er det man kan finde ved at mærke efter i sig selv med en coach som dig som guide? 
SC: Det, du kan, det er at du kan få en bedre forbindelse mellem dit hoved og din krop. Rigtig, rigtig 
mange mennesker i det moderne liv, vi lever i dag, de er så meget oppe i deres hoved, at de 
fuldstændigt glemmer at bruge kroppen til andet end at bære rundt på hovedet, og det synes jeg er 
problematisk. 
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V: Men du hører så Svend Brinkmann sige, at der er ikke så meget andet end organer, du kan finde 
inde i din krop. 
SC: Når du bruger dit hoved til at tænke efter, så kan du også bruge din krop til at mærke efter, eller i 
virkeligheden til at tænke efter med. jeg mener simpelthen, at der er en forbindelse mellem hoved og 
krop, som vi skal passe rigtig, rigtig meget på, at vi ikke får klippet over permanent. 
V: Og overser du i virkeligheden ikke det, Svend Brinkmann, og tror det hele bare foregår oppe i 
hovedet? 
SB: Nej, jeg mener, det er coachen her, der laver en adskillelse mellem hoved og krop. Jeg mener 
nemlig at fornuften, som jeg mener vi skal konsultere meget mere, den sidder så at sige, hvis den 
sidder et sted, i hele vores krop. Det er ikke sådan jeg siger, at man skal bruge hovedet og glemme 
kroppen. Jeg mener, man skal tænke fornuftigt, men det kan sagtens involvere en kropslig bevidsthed, 
så det er ikke mig, der laver en adskillelse mellem hoved og krop. Min kritik den går bare på, at vi ved, 
at hvis man alene baserer sine beslutninger på, at noget føles på en bestemt måde, så træffer vi meget 
ofte forkerte beslutninger, viser det sig på lang sigt. 
V: Så budskabet er at vi sætter fornuften ud af kraft, når det bliver for følelsesmæssigt baseret, og det 
er vel egentlig det, du hjælper folk med, Susan Christensen, som coach, og udelukkende tager 
udgangspunkt i, hvordan er det, jeg har det lige nu. Hvordan er det, jeg føler mig, frem for en 
fornuftig, rationel tilgang til tilværelsen. 
SC: Nej, det gør jeg bestemt ikke. Jeg sørger netop for, at begge dele er i spil. Og noget af det, man 
lærer, hvis man kommer hos mig eller en lang række af mine kollegaer, det er netop noget af det, som 
Svend Brinkmann skriver til allersidst i sin bog, nemlig at lære at skelne mellem, hvad der er inden for 
min kontrol, og hvad er uden for min kontrol. Så jeg har sådan gået og funderet lidt her de sidste par 
dage, hvor jeg har læst bogen, om jeg i virkeligheden skulle begynde at tale om, at den type coaching, 
man får hos mig, det er en stoisk coaching. Forstået som med udgangspunkt i stoicismen. 
V: Trænger en mand som Svend Brinkmann i virkeligheden til selvudvikling i dine øjne? 
SC: Det skal jeg ikke blande mig i, om han trænger til eller ikke trænger til. 
V: Men du antydede, da vi havde en researchsamtale, at han måske også kunne have brug for at 
mærke efter i sig selv, og udvikle sig. 
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SC: Jamen det tror jeg, vi kan alle sammen. Jeg tror at det er en balancegang, og jeg er fuldstændig 
enig med Svend Brinkmann i at i det øjeblik, det kammer over og bliver tvang, så bliver coaching som 
metode misbrugt. 
V: Men Svend Brinkmann, der er jo masser af mennesker, der tilsyneladende har glæde af at gå til 
coaches, og mærke efter i sig selv, og som fortæller glade og gerne om, hvordan de har fundet et nyt 
ståsted i livet. Underkender du ikke den værdi? 
SB: Jo, men vi lever jo heldigvis i et frit samfund, og hvis mennesker har råd til at betale 1000kr, eller 
hvad det koster, at gå til coach og det er frivilligt og sker i deres fritid, så har jeg overhovedet ikke 
noget problem med det. Altså jeg mener, at de penge kunne være bedre brugt, men det er jo så min 
mening. Der synes jeg folk må gøre, hvad de vil, selvfølgelig. Men jeg må så også, fordi vi lever i et frit 
land have lov at stille spørgsmålstegn ved, om det faktisk er der, de her vigtige spørgsmål i livet kan 
besvares, eller om det er den vej, de skal besvares fra. Og så vil jeg da også gerne anerkende, at 
selvfølgelig findes der mange forskellige slags coaching, og jeg er da kun rigtig glad, hvis der kan 
udvikle sig noget, som vi kan kalde stoisk coaching. Altså stoicismen er den filosofi, som min bog i høj 
grad bygger på. Den coachingform, som jeg primært tager fat i i bogen, og retter kritisk analyse mod, 
det er den som den måske mest berømte coach i verden, Anthony Robbins (AR), han har udviklet. Han 
har uddannet en lang række coaches i Danmark også. Han har den her nøglesætning, han 
kalder ”constant never ending improvement”, som han mener skal gennemsyre alt, hvad vi gør og skal 
gennemsyre coaching sessionerne også. Og jeg mener ”constant never ending improvement”, er et 
kolossalt åg at lægge på folks skuldre. Som jeg mener, meget få kan leve op til, konstant at være 
interesseret i den her forbedring, og jeg mener faktisk også at, hvis man ikke kan det, er det helt okay, 
og det er det budskab, min bog forsøger at kommunikere. 
V: Susan Christensen, konstant udvikling, skal vi være i det? 
SC: Nej, det skal vi ikke. Der er jeg helt enig med Svend Brinkmann. Noget af det, der er rigtig vigtigt, 
når du kommer hos en coach, det er at du sætter dig et mål, som har en deadline, så du ved hvad det 
er, du arbejder hen imod. Netop så det ikke bliver endeløs sovsen rundt i, ”hvad føler jeg, eller hvad 
mærker jeg, eller hvad tænker jeg”. Coaching er en meget, meget effektiv metode til at nå nogle mål. 
V: Og der kunne man sige omvendt, Svend Brinkmann, at hvis man går til en coach, som Susan 
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Christensen siger her, så er der som regel nogle klare mål, som man kan vurdere på, om man opnår, og 
kan se hvor man er henne i et forløb. Hvorimod hvis man nu går til terapi hos en psykolog, så kan det 
jo være endeløse sessioner, hvor man overhovedet ikke kan afgøre med sig selv, ”hvornår er jeg 
egentlig kommet et skridt videre?” 
SB: Det er jo heller ikke fordi jeg nødvendigvis vil anbefale folk at gå i psykoterapi, med mindre de har 
alvorlige problemer i deres liv. Min anke går på, netop faktisk det her med mål. I coaching kommer alle 
mål indefra, og det kan være udmærket, men hvis man mener at der ikke er andre mål i tilværelsen, 
andre værdier at stræbe imod, andre forpligtelser at realisere, end dem, der kommer indefra, så tror 
jeg virkelig det er et fejlskud. Jeg vil sige, at der er brug for andre teknologier, kan vi så kalde dem, end 
coaching. For også at pejle efter de ydre koordinater. Og det var også noget af det Sørine Gotfredsen 
var inde på helt i begyndelsen. 
V: Susan Christensen lige her til allersidst i disputten mellem dig og Svend Brinkmann. Du siger, han 
har ret et eller andet sted og alligevel så har han ikke ret, så hvor vil du trække stregen og sige, at der 
tager han fejl? 
SC: Jeg synes han tager fejl, når han lægger en hel profession for had, er måske et lidt stærkt udtryk at 
bruge, men når han går ud med en overskrift der hedder ”fyr din coach”, så sætter han i den grad spot 
på en profession, og der synes jeg han går galt i byen, og muligvis har misforstået, hvad coaching i 
hvert fald også kan være. 
V: Ebbe Lavendt, du er som Svend Brinkmann cand. psyk., og du er den første dansker, der har opnået 
titlen ”Master of applied positive psycology”, og da du talte med min researcher, der sagde du direkte, 
at Svend Brinkmann han er en klaphat. Hvorfor? Hvor er det han tager helt fejl? 
EL: Jeg mener, at nogle af de anbefalinger Svend Brinkmann går ud med, er i direkte modstrid med 
den etablere forskning på de områder. Altså forskning i coaching viser, at coaching hjælper rigtig 
mange mennesker med at få det bedre, træffe bedre beslutninger, nå deres mål. Forskning i 
selvhjælpslitteratur viser, at det virker på folk, der har angst, på folk, der har depression og 
søvnproblemer osv. det hjælper nogle mennesker at mærke efter, f.eks. folk, der har stress glemmer 
nogle gange at mærke efter, osv. Så mange af de anbefalinger Svend Brinkmann kommer frem med er i 
direkte modstrid med den etablerede forskning på områderne, så det tænker jeg er noget underligt 
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noget at melde ud i æteren, især når man er professor i psykologi så burde man jo forholde sig til den 
forskning, der allerede ligger der, og hvis man kommer med nogle budskaber, som er i modstrid med 
det, så man vel i en eller anden grad forholde sig til det. 
V: Svend Brinkmann skal man flå professor-titlen af dig? 
SB: Det tror jeg da gerne Ebbe Lavendt ville. Men jeg vil da sige, at jeg anerkender fuldt ud den 
forskning, der bliver henvist til her. At man kan måle via ratingscales og spørgeskemaer og den slags, at 
folk angiver, at de når deres mål når de går til en coach. De angiver, at de får et større subjektivt 
velbefindende, når de læser en selvhjælpsbog eller hvad det nu er. Det anerkender jeg og det handler 
min bog overhovedet ikke om. Den handler netop om, at der findes en helt anden dimension i 
tilværelsen end den, der kan måles på ratingscales, og den, vi kan tale om som ”subjektivt 
velbefindende”. Altså Einstein sagde engang, at det er ikke alt, der tæller, der kan tælles. Og det er ikke 
alt, kan tælles, der tæller. Og den her forskning tæller op, hvor lykkelig er du, målt som subjektivt 
velbefindende, og jeg vil sige, vi er f.eks. også forpligtet i vores liv til bestemte ting, uanset hvordan det 
kan måles. Og uanset hvilken evidens, der er for at vi er forpligtet, så er vi forpligtet. Det mener jeg der 
er rigtigt gode filosofiske grundlæggende elementer for. Så det er en helt anden dimension, jeg ønsker, 
vi får indført oveni psykologien og i samfundet som helhed. Så det handler simpelthen om noget 
andet, det jeg siger. 
V: Ebbe Lavendt? 
EL: Ikke desto mindre, så går han ud med nogle anbefalinger. Og hvis man er læge og går ud med nogle 
anbefalinger, så skal man have en eller form for dokumentation bag. Og Svend Brinkmann går ud med 
nogle anbefalinger, som i direkte strid med den etablerede forskning. Og så kan det godt være, at han 
laver forskning på en anden måde osv., men så bør han forholde sig til det, for ellers, i mine øjne, så 
vildleder han simpelthen folk. Hvis han ikke læser op på forskning i coaching, og går ud og siger, at 
man skal fyre sin coach, selvom mange får gavn af det, eller han siger man ikke skal mærke efter, 
selvom forskning i beslutningstagning viser, at folk er mere tilfredse med deres beslutninger, hvis de 
tager den på mavefornemmelsen osv. Hvor er det så det kommer fra, Svend Brinkmanns råd? Er det 
noget han hælder ud af ærmet eller et eller andet? 
V: Svend Brinkmann hælder du det bare ud af ærmet? 
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SB: Nej, det bygger jo på en mange tusinde år gammel filosofisk tradition. På filosofiske argumenter. 
Altså netop når nu folk de angiver her, at de er mere tilfredse, så vil jeg da sige at netop tilfredshed er 
en subjektivt oplevet følelse. Og jeg vil pege på, at der findes andet i tilværelsen, man kan pejle efter 
end subjektivt oplevede følelser. Så igen kan jeg sige, at jeg anerkender den forskning, som Ebbe 
Lavendt han henviser til her, men jeg vil prøve at vise, at der findes en helt anden dimension i 
tilværelsen, som ikke bliver fanget, hvis man på den her måde går subjektivt til værks. 
V: Et af de steder du også retter dit korstog hen, det er mod den brug af positiv tænkning, der er i 
erhvervslivet i dag. Og Ebbe Lavendt du arbejder netop som psykologisk konsulent også i erhvervslivet, 
og er dermed med til at inkarnere den bølge af positiv tænkning, der skyller hen over landets 
arbejdspladser i de her år, og i dag skal man jo som medarbejder på arbejdspladsen altid have ja-
hatten på og være evigt omstillingsparat og i udvikling, og der siger SB i stedet for, ”tag nu nej-hatten 
på, og lad være at sidde og være et lalleglad fjols på din arbejdsplads” har han ikke ret i at det er et 
problem på arbejdspladsen at man får trukket et krav ned om evig udvikling og positiv tænkning i 
forhold til sit job? 
EL: Det er ikke helt så enkelt, for der er forskel på forskning i positiv psykologi og så en filosofi, der 
hedder ”positiv tænkning”. Det er to forskellige ting. Og det vi går ud og underviser i, det er faktisk 
hvad forskningen siger og så kommer jeg med nogle anbefalinger, og så kan folk selv bruge dem, hvis 
de kan få noget ud af det eller lade være. Så snart der kommer tvang ind i det, eller et eller andet 
lommefilosofisk, at man bare skal tænke positivt hele tiden, så opstår der problemer. 
V: Men det er vel der, hvor vi er i dag? På langt de fleste arbejdspladser er der et krav om positiv 
tænkning og være i udvikling. Jeg sad selv til min seneste medarbejderudviklingssamtale og skulle 
forholde mig til, ”hvor ser du dig selv henne om et par år”, og jeg tænkte ”jeg er egentlig meget glad 
og tilfreds for at være her”. Men det er ligesom ikke godt nok i dag, man skal helst se sig selv et andet 
sted i løbet af to-tre år. Så det er jo en form for tvang, der er, Ebbe Lavendt? 
EL: Det er muligt at det er det på nogle arbejdspladser, men mange af dem, jeg arbejder sammen 
med, de er interesserede i, ”hvad siger forskningen om det her, er det en god idé, er det en dårlig idé”. 
De er interesserede i hvad vi kan gøre for at nå de resultater vil gerne vil. Så der er ikke nogen, der 
anbefaler tvang. Så hvis der er nogen, der benytter sig af tvang, så er det ikke i overensstemmelse med 
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den forskning, der ligger inden for positiv psykologi. Og når Svend Brinkmann nogle gange prøver at 
blande de her to ting sammen, altså positiv tænkning og positiv psykologi, så synes jeg lidt han går 
imod et man normalt gør som forsker, hvor man prøver at udrede nuancerne. 
V: Uanset om det så er tvang eller ej, så er der en tendens til, at der skal være positiv tænkning, det er 
i hvert fald svært at gå op imod, og så kan man diskutere i hvor stort et omfang, det er tvang, men hvis 
vi ser på, hvad det medfører, så duer det vel heller ikke på arbejdspladserne, hvis vi alle sammen 
sætter os ned med korslagte arme, og tager nej-hatten på til ethvert forandringsforsøg eller ethvert 
udviklingsforsøg? 
SB: Nej, men det ville sikkert være rigtig godt, hvis vi havde nej-hatten og ja-hatten og jeg-er-lidt-i-
tvivl-hatten, jeg-ved-ikke-rigtigt-hatten. Mit argument er jo ikke at man skal tage nej-hatten på, og 
aldrig tage den af igen. Mit argument er jo heller ikke, at man skal stoppe med at mærke efter i sig selv 
og så aldrig begynde igen. Mit argument er, at jeg tilbyder en form for modgift til den her 
accelererende kultur, som jeg kalder det, hvor vi skal være positive og omstillingsparate og fleksible, 
men det er klart, man kan ikke leve af modgift alene, så selvfølgelig kan man ikke leve af 
mine ”modråd” alene. De er netop formuleret som en form for modgift, så selvfølgelig kan man 
indimellem godt have ja-hatten på, hvor det er berettiget. Men man skal også somme tider have nej-
hatten på. Og der tror jeg bestemt også at dygtige ledere vil være interesserede i at høre fra deres 
medarbejdere, hvad problemerne er på arbejdspladsen, hvor medarbejderne jo kan have rogtog gode 
grunde og en viden fra hvor de er om at et eller andet tiltag ikke vil fungere. Så er det jo ekstremt 
nyttigt, at de siger nej til det. Nej til et eller andet nyt udviklingsprojekt, som bare foregår fordi en 
leder har fået en fiks idé. Jeg er sikker på, at dygtige ledere vil lytte til medarbejdere, der siger nej, hvis 
de gør det velbegrundet. 
V: Ebbe Lavendt 
EL: Jeg er enig i det noget af det sidste han sagde, netop at man skal have mulighed for at være kritisk 
og have nej-hatten på engang imellem, og man også skal have mulighed for ja-hatten. Det jeg synes, 
der er galt med Svend Brinkmanns anbefalinger det er, at de står alene. De står ikke som nogle 
generelle anbefalinger, ”nu skal i gå ud og gøre sådan her”. Det er meget sådan specifikt for nogle 
specielle situationer, hvor de er relevante, og så er der mange andre situationer, hvor det ikke vil være 
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relevant at følge de her anbefalinger. 
V: Stress er en stor faktor i erhvervslivet i dag. Og når vi taler om stress, Ebbe Lavendt, kan det så ikke 
tænkes, at man netop bliver så stressede rundt omkring på arbejdspladser, fordi der er de her krav om 
evig omstilling og udvikling og positiv tænkning, frem for at rammerne er mere fast struktureret, så 
man ved hvad det er, man skal levere. 
EL: Jo, det er muligt, at det virker som en udefrakommende stresser, at man skal forholde sig til ting, 
der forandrer sig osv. 
V: Og det er i virkeligheden også det Svend Brinkmann jo går op imod også. 
EL: Ja, men jeg er heller ikke uenig med Svend Brinkmann i nogle af de ting, han skriver. Nogle af hans 
samfundskritiske synspunkter, er jeg enig med ham i. Men den måde han så skarpt udsteder nogle 
anbefalinger, det er det, jeg går op imod. 
V: Er det hovedsagligt en tendens vi ser hos folk over 40år? 
SB: Det har jeg ikke belæg for at udtale mig om. Jeg synes man ser, de her tendenser, som jeg er kritisk 
overfor alle vegne i samfundet, på tværs af generationer, i uddannelsesinstitutioner, i arbejdslivet, i 
folks privatliv. Jeg hørte sågar fra en kommune, at de rigtig gamle borgere på institutionerne der, skulle 
også indstille sig på udvikling. Altså at der herskede en filosofi om, ”hvorfor ikke også se udvikling som 
en ret eller et krav i den aller sidste del af livet” altså der er altid mulighed for endnu en personlig 
udvikling, så jeg tror simpelthen det er en helt almen tendens. 
V: Susan Christensen er det folk over 40 eller er det også unge, der kan bruge en coachingvirksomhed? 
SC: Det er folk i alle aldersgruppe, der kan bruge hjælp af en eller anden slags. Nu er det jeg primært 
beskæftiger mig med til daglig, det er karriererådgivning, eller jobcoaching, om du vil, altså alt, hvad 
der handler om job og arbejdsliv. Og rigtig, rigtig mange har den oplevelse, at de bliver revet rundt i 
manegen med krav fra hele arbejdsmarkedet, ledighedssystemet og de enkelte virksomheder. Og jeg 
synes fx at når Svend Brinkmann siger, at vi skal gå ud og sige til arbejdsgiverne, at de ejer os i 8 timer 
om dagen, men de ejer ikke vores identitet og personlighed, så vil jeg sige, at hvis jeg sm 
karriererådgiver sad og sagde sådan, så måtte jeg også sige som en tilføjelse ”held og lykke med at 
bevare din tilknytning til arbejdsmarkedet”. 
V: Men dermed så er du jo vel med til Susan Christensen at inkarnere, hvad kan man sige, kravet om at 
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man skal være fleksibel og omstillingsparat. Så bliver det jo netop til tvang. 
SC: Jeg ved ikke om jeg er med til at inkarnere det, jeg er i hvert fald med til at lære de mennesker, der 
kommer hos mig hvordan de skal forholde sig til de krav. Konsulenthuset ”Ballisager” kom i sidste uge 
med deres rekrutteringsanalyse for 2014, og uanset om du spørger offentlige eller private 
virksomheder, så er det aller største krav de stiller medarbejderne fleksibilitet. Så jeg er enig med 
Svend Brinkmann, når han går ud og kritiserer systemet, men at kræve, at det er den enkelte, der 
tager den kamp, det vil have meget store omkostninger for den enkelte, så det vil jeg ikke anbefale. 
V: Sørine Gotfredsen, det har provokeret dig lidt at Svend Brinkmann har fået den gennemslagskraft 
med noget, som man i virkeligheden kan gå ned og høre i kirken om søndagen. Er det den rene og 
skære kristendom, Svend Brinkmann prædiker? 
SG: Nej, det er det ikke. Nu kender jeg ikke hans private trosforhold, men han forkynder jo ikke at der 
er en gud, og at det er en gud, vi står i forhold til. Men han forkynder rigtig mange af de 
grundelementer i menneskesynet, som kristendommen står for. Og når Svend Brinkmann taler om det 
her med at lede efter det negative i sig selv, så er det jo også stjerneklar kristen grundtanke, at 
mennesket skal gå ind og granske sig selv på den måde, at det skal forstå sine egne begrænsninger. Det 
skal forstå sin frygt, sit selvbedrag, sin selviskhed. Alle de ting, som vi med et samlet ord kan kalde 
syndighed, det skal mennesket ind og forstå i sig selv. Og det har ikke noget at gære med at sidde og 
mærke efter, det har noget at gøre med at se sin egen virkelighed og personlighed i øjnene. Det er en 
klar kristen tankegang. Også det her han siger med at du finder ikke det sande inde i det selv, det 
sande kommer udefra, det er noget, du skal ud og opleve. Så forkynder han jo ren og skær 
næstekærlighed i sin reneste og pureste form, når han siger at mennesket skal gå ud og fokusere på, 
hvem den anden er, og ikke på hvem jeg er. Der synes jeg han har meget ret i at problematisere den 
subjektive følelse af, hvornår er jeg tilfreds. Hvornår er jeg lykkelig, som jo er et dogme i dagens 
Danmark. Så har han fuldstændig ret i at sige, at det er ikke sikkert, det er meningen med dit liv, at du 
skal føle dig lykkelig, at du skal være tilfreds. Meningen med dit liv, er i kristen tradition jo også, at du 
skal kunne træde et skridt væk fra dig selv og gøre noget for et andet menneske, så det er hele den 
her meget kloge fokusering han laver på at mennesket skal rette opmærksomheden et andet sted hen 
end ind i sin egen navle, for det kommer der sjældent noget godt ud af. 
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V: Svend Brinkmann er du dig bevidst, at dit budskab i stort omfang går hånd i hånd med kirkens? 
SB: Både og. Jeg kan sagtens følge Sørine Gotfredsens argumenter her. Jeg mener, hun har fuldstændig 
ret. Og det, jeg faktisk gøre i min bog, det er at prøve at sige, at den livsanskuelse, som gennemsyrer 
vores samfund, som jeg så kalder ”den accelererende kultur”, den livsanskuelse, der følger der, er 
netop at vi skal kigge ind og selv og finde alle svarene derinde. Det bliver en form for religion. Det 
bliver næsten helliggjort, selvet. Og selvudvikling bliver til en ny idé om frelse. Og vi går så ikke til 
bekendelse nede i kirken længere, men vi går hos coachen eller til psykoterapi. Det bliver på den måde 
en form for religionskritik, det anerkender jeg fuldstændig, men jeg sætter jo så ikke gud ind i stedet 
for. Det må folk selv om. 
V: Det spændende spørgsmål bliver jo så, om man kan få et jævnt og muntert, virksomt liv her på 
jorden ved at følge dine anvisninger, uden at man som Sørine Gotfredsen sætter gud op over. Er det 
ikke netop i fraværet af gud, at man søger indad? 
SB: Jo på en måde er det en gyldig analyse, tror jeg. Når man ser det i det helt store historiske 
perspektiv, så tror jeg vores psykologi, altså det her ”kiggen ind i sig selv” i det psykologiske i høj grad 
har været en religionserstatning. Og en erstatning også for fællesskaber, der har været bygget op 
omkring religion, der er faldet bort og så søger vi alle svarene inde i os selv. Det tror jeg, er rigtigt. Men 
jeg går så helt tilbage til de gamle filosoffer, der skrev før kristendommen. De gamle romerske 
stoikere, og også græske filosoffer, for der at finde en livsfilosofi, der leder mig til de her anbefalinger, 
jeg så kommer med. en modgift, som jeg kalder det, men som jeg håber og tror, har en form for 
gyldighed, uanset hvilken religion, man tilslutter sig, og om man overhovedet tilslutter sig en religion. 
Eller uanset, hvilken politiks observans man har. Det er derfor jeg prøver at gribe så langt tilbage. Fordi 
jeg tror, at der rent faktisk der gemmer sig almen-menneskelig visdom, som vi har brug for at blive 
mindet om i de her år. 
SG: Der ligger stor visdom i det, og jeg synes også det er påfaldende, at alle de mennesker, der 
åbenbart mailer til Svend Brinkmann hver dag, men også som vi har hørt her, der siger, at han har fat 
in den lange ende. Det er sådan et meget malende udtryk, fordi jeg vil så sige, at han er ikke henne 
ved enden af enden, men han har fat i den lange ende på den måde, at kommenterer noget, masser af 
mennesker instinktivt kan mærke er sandt. Og det er fordi jeg tror, det er sandt. At mennesket skal 
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kigge udad i stedet for indad. Men min anke mod Svend Brinkmann, det er jo naturligvis, at når han 
ikke tager skridtet fuldt ud derud, hvor jeg som teolog ville tage det, og sige, at jamen der findes en 
instans, der gør at mennesket ikke kan frasige sig dette, at gøre sin pligt. Så kan risikere, at han næsten 
er i færd med at udvikle en ny form for ideologi eller en ny form for mindfulness, hvor mennesket ikke 
sidder og gransker sin egen navle, men nu sidder og gransker med den tanke, at jeg skal i 
virkeligheden, kigge udad. Når der ikke er en ydre ramme, stadigvæk, som mennesket står til ansvar 
for, ud over sig selv, så kan ethvert nyt forslag til hvordan mennesket bliver lykkeligt, og det er jo også 
lidt det Svend Brinkmann, han flirter med, kan man sige. Et nyt forslag til hvordan vil skal finde en eller 
anden form for ro, eller i hvert fald mindre presset-hed. Så vil jeg som teolog sige til ham: ”i 
virkeligheden har du bare taget et skridt inden for den rent menneskelig ramme og sagt, at nu er det 
det her, du skal sidde og granske over. ” og Svend Brinkmann han er også meget klog, synes jeg. Han 
fokuserer meget på begrebet pligt og moralbegreber. Både i livet som helhed, i det at føle mening, i 
det føle, at man har en plads at udfylde. Også det at føle, at man ikke behøver, at blomstre og udvikler 
sig hver gang, man gør noget, det er nok bare, at gøre det man skal. Og det er simpelthen den 
lutherske grundtanke, som vi har bygget hele folkekirken op på. Og der kunne jeg godt tænke mig, at 
spørge Svend Brinkmann om han gør sig den tanke, om han ikke bare er i gang med at opbygge en ny 
menneskelig ideologi? 
SB: Det er selvfølgelig en risiko, og det gør jeg faktisk meget ud af at diskutere i min bog. Og bebyrder 
jeg ikke også bare læseren med nye råd og nye ting, man skal forholde sig til. Så jeg bare kommer til at 
forstærke den individualisme og subjektivisme som bogen jo er et opgør med. En tidligere version af 
min syv-trins-guide der lød trin nr. 7: ”stol aldrig på en syv-trins-guide” og det skriver jeg også i bogen 
at det er et bud jeg mener holder. Så man skal selvfølgelig ikke læse min bog og føle at man skal følge 
de her råd slavisk og det er også mit svar til Ebbe Lavendt, jeg håber jo folk kan læse indenad og også 
se det lettere satiriske præg som de her råd har, så jeg håber bestemt ikke at det her bliver en ny 
ideologi. Jeg vil holde fast i at den bedste metafor jeg har for det projekt jeg prøver at lægge frem her, 
det er at det er en form for modgift mod nogle uheldige tendenser som jeg ser i tiden. 
V: Men Svend Brinkmann, hvorfor ikke tage Gud med i det? Som en Sørine Gotfredsen ville gøre det? 
Er det simpelthen bare fordi at du er et ateistisk menneske som sådan per definition eller hvad?  
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SB: Ja, altså noget af det handler jo nok om mig personligt. Men primært vil jeg sige at jeg tror faktisk 
på at der også er mennesker der ikke tror på en gud som kan få en viden om at der er noget de er 
forpligtiget til her i livet, at den de grundlæggende er, når vi nu taler om hvem man er og gerne vil 
finde sig selv, ikke handler om hvad man er indeni og hvordan det føles derinde. Men handler om at 
man er spundet ind i et netværk af forpligtigelser til andre mennesker som gør fordringer på en. 
Løstrup, berømt dansk teolog, plejede på det i sine etiske fordringer i bogen om den etiske befordring. 
Hvor han konsekvent taler om Jesus som Jesus af Nazaret, som at sige at Jesus var en forsker, nu er det 
min tolkning, en forsker der pegede på at der er en etisk fordring i livet om at bruge den magt man har 
over andre til deres bedste og ikke til ens eget bedste. Og det mente Løstrup jo, og det vil jeg give 
Løstrup ret i, er en konklusion man kan drage uanset om man er kristen eller muslim eller buddhist 
eller ateist. Og det er det, jeg vil ikke skubbe nogen væk fordi de har en tro eller ikke har nogen tro. 
Jeg vil sige der nogle grundlæggende aspekter i tilværelsen her som gælder uanset hvad man tror på.  
V: Jeg har fået en Lone Egeskov (LE) fra Odense med på en telefon. ”Goddag Lone Egeskov. Du har selv 
været igennem en masse selvudvikling Kan jeg forstå. Og pennen i egen navle som vi siger her”. 
 
LE: Goddag. Det har jeg ja og det er nu netop en misforståelse. Jeg vil sige at det er er problemet i 
moderne samfund er at de etiske værdier de går mere og mere ud af samfundet og det gør det hele til 
et individualistisk projekt, og det er jo også så fint for erhvervslivet de bliver mere og mere effektive 
og dygtige og så videre. Hvis vi fulgte de store religioner omkring næstekærlighed og ydmyghed så ville 
vi jo have en langt bedre verden, men det passer jo ikke ret godt med erhvervslivet hvis vi skulle 
opfører os på den måde. Der handler det om at kunne komme frem. Løstrup har jeg sådan set også 
læst, og hvad Brinkmann lige sagde det syntes jeg er meget klogt at man jo netop også har et ansvar 
for sine næste. Men det passer dog ikke så godt med konkurrence staten hvor det er alle mod alle, det 
er jo et problem.  
V: Så dermed så får det her også i virkeligheden en politisk dimension i forhold til de dagsordner vi har 
i samfundet lige i øjeblikket? 
LE: Det må man jo sige.  
V: Svend Brinkmann, er der i virkeligheden også et politisk budskab i det her for dig? 
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SB: Ikke partipolitisk i hvert fald. Jeg opfatter min analyse som en kultur analyse og også en kultur 
kritik. Men jeg mener ikke den er bundet op på noget bestemt standpunkt.  
V: Men netop konkurrence staten som Lone Egeskov nævner her er vel også et eller andet udtryk for 
positiv tænkning og nu skal vi op på dupperne alle sammen? Som du så prøver at være en modgift 
mod.  
SB: jo, så langt er jeg da bestemt enig. Den herskende ideologi som får betegnelse konkurrence staten 
handler jo om at vi alle sammen skal små entreprenante selvudviklende personer i bogen om 
konkurrence staten kalder Ove Kaj Petersen den for den opertunistiske person der bliver idealet for 
den her konkurrence stat vi er ved at opbygge. Og jeg syntes den opertunistiske person er et temmelig 
fortvivlet og fejlsporet ideal om en person.  
V: Lone Egeskov, tak fordi du bragte det aspekt med i debatten. Sørine Gotfredsen, jeg kunne godt 
tænke mig at vende tilbage til noget af det du sagde i starten. Irritationen over at i står derude i 
kirkerne søndag efter søndag hvor i prædiker det samme som Brinkmann siger plus Gud, kan man så 
sige, som bonus. Men det trænger ikke igennem som nogen psykologi professor der kommer og siger 
det. Hvad fortæller det om den tid vi lever i? 
SG: Det fortæller at vi befinder os i en udvikling hvor vi ikke forsager alt hvad der er religiøst, det ville 
være forkert at sige. Danskeren er sådan set relativt religiøst nysgerrig. Men hvor præsten som man en 
der kan fortolke kristendommen og som den der med myndighed ikke kan komme ud, ikke på samme 
måde som en versligt rundet mand, som Brinkmann, som har en uddannelse som alle finder harmløst 
i et religiøst forskrækket land. At han kan træde frem og sige nogle ting som er så elementære sande 
og som er grundvisdom i menneskets liv og som meget af kristendommen har båret med sig, ikke 
mindst i vores vestlige del af verden. Det siger noget om hvor langt eller hvor ude af stand vi er blevet 
til at lytte til den religiøse stemme frem for den verstligt humanistisk orienterede stemme. Det er 
meget pudsigt at Brinkmann han trækker Løstrup ind. For Løstrup er alle psykologers og 
folkeskolelærers ynglings teolog fordi han netop udfolder menneskets mulighed inden for et rum hvor 
det bærer rigtig meget godt med sig selv. Men hvor det ikke skal erkende at det er grundlæggende et 
syndigt væsen. Løstrup er teologen for dem der gerne vil flirte med religionen men ikke helt vil tage 
den til sig i alvor. For nu at sætte det lidt skarpt op. Men svaret til dig Christian (Vært) er at vi altså i et 
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samfund hvor det er meget lettere at forkynde i virkeligheden, hvis man ikke er præst.  
V: Er du enig i det Svend Brinkmann? Som du oplever din effekt som forkynder  
SB: Ja, altså på en måde er det nok et symptom på det problem jeg prøver at påpege. At jeg netop får 
så stor gennemslagskraft, fordi jeg er psykolog. Jeg tror også det er det folk syntes er interessant ved 
synspunktet. Hvis en teolog havde sagt det jeg siger eller en eller anden, anden person havde sagt det 
jeg siger, så havde det nok ikke haft så stor vægt. Det var ikke blevet anset for at være lige så 
interessant. Det er netop det der er et af problemerne, faktisk, som jeg påpeger. Fordi psykologien jo 
langt hen af vejen jo er videnskaben om det subjektive. Jeg prøver så at udvikle en anden og bedre 
psykologi. Sammen med en masse kollegaer som mener nogenlunde det samme som mig. Men jeg må 
jo selvfølgelig også tilføje her at biblen jo selv stadigvæk, også i Danmark, er bedre en min bog. Så det 
er jo ikke fordi at religionen, og det siger Sørine Gotfredsen jo også, er forsvundet eller noget som 
helst. Nu er Sørine Gotfredsen her i studiet og der er jo rigtig mange præster der er aktive i den 
offentlige debat så de stemmer mener jeg da bestemt eksistere. 
V: Det blev så meget vi kunne nå i dag. Tak til Svend Brinkmann, Ebbe Lavendt, Sørine Gotfredsen og 
Susan Christensen. 
 
Source: Adapted from the tv channel DR2 02 October by the production of DR (2014) in Denmark, Er 
tidens krav om selvudvikling djævlens værk?. Send in the radio P1 in the series P1 debat 02 October by 
the production of DR (2014) in Denmark.  
Note: The professor of psychology Svend Brinkmann has gotten a lot of attention with his new book 
“Stå fast”. Where he is lashing out at how the time has this desire for development. Dwell in the past 
and the negative parts of your life, put on the no-hat and fire your coach – you will not find happiness 
by searching within yourself, Brinkmann claims. Is he right? Does he say something else that what 
priest’s and theologians have been preaching for a long time? Is the claim about self-development 
really the work of the devil? A debate with Svend Brinkmann, Ebbe Lavendt, Sørine Gotfredsen and 
Susan Christensen. Host: Christian Schou.  
13.2 ENCLOSURE 2 
Circumplex model of the emotions 
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Source: Adapted from Averill, J. (1997).. the emotions: an integrative approach. In R. Hogan, J. 
Johnson, & S. Briggs (Eds.), Handbook og personality psychology (p. 518). New York: Academic Press; 
and Laren, R., & Deiner, E. (1992). Promises and problems with the circumplex model of emotion. In 
M. Clark (Ed.), Emotion: Review of personality and social psychology (vol. 13, pp. 25-59), Newbury 
Park, CA: Sage.  
Note: The horizontal dimension represents evaluation (pleasant or positive versus unpleasant or 
negative. The vertical dimension represents activation (high activation or aroused versus low 
activation or unaroused). The thin lines represent a 45o rotation of the axes as suggested by Watson 
D., & Tellegen, A. (1985).Towards a consensual structure of mood. Psychological Bulletin, 98, 219-235. 
13.3 ENCLOSURE 3 
Average happiness rating 
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Source: Adapted frim Myers, D., & Diener, E. (1996). The pursuit of happiness. Scientific American, 
274 (May), 54-56. 
Note: Average happiness rating in 916 surveys involving over 1 million people in 45 nations. 
 
 
 
13.4 ENCLOSURE 4 
The Five-Factor Model of Personality 
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Source: Adapted and reproduced by special permission of the Publisher, Psychological Assessment 
Resources, Inc., 16204 North Florida Avenue, Lutz, Florida 33549, from the NEO Personality Inventory-
Revised Professional Manual by Paul T Costa Jr., PhD and Robert R McCrae, PhD, Copyright 1985, 
1989, 1992 by Psychological Assessment Resources, Inc. (PAR). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
13.5 ENCLOSURE 5 
The Values In Action (VIA) Classification of Character Strenghts and Virtues 
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Source: Adapted from Peterson, C., & Park, N. (2009). Classifying and messuring strengths of 
character. In S. Lopez & C.R. Snyder (Eds.), Oxford handbook of positive psychology (second edition, 
pp. 25-33). New York: Oxford University Press; and Peterson, C., & Seligman, M. (2004). Character 
strengths and virtues. A handbook and classification. New York: Oxford University Press. Used with 
permission.  
 
 
 
 
13.6  ENCLOSURE 6 
Project technique in project report 
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We started out by having subjective motivations of which contained of personal growth, interest in 
understanding how one can be an authentic person and what it means. We wanted to examine if 
being authentic is possible in today’s Western society, influence other people in regards to being 
more authentic, learn psychological implications of authenticity in humans and understand how we 
reflect authenticity in the society while working with the project. Our research problem is an 
epistemological problem that manifests itself as a critical attitude towards a social norm, and our 
research problem was “What does it mean to be authentic?” that our supervisor, Finn Guldmann, had 
created beforehand. In accordance to Poul Bitsch Olsen & Kaare Pedersen’s book “Problem-Oriented 
Project Work”, the meaning of a problem formulation should derive from a discussion of a problem 
area. However, our group processed it differently as we, in the first phase, had an introductory period 
where we studied different literature in the given area of our research problem. In the phase of this 
process, we created our first problem formulation “What has it meant to be authentic through history 
and how is it reflected in the present society as well as with a futuristic aspect?” The problem 
definition that we created in our first phase was also the one we presented in the problem definition 
seminar. The feedback given to us at the seminar consisted of advices where they saw it needed that 
we specified our problem definition down to being narrower. After studying relevant literature, we 
gained more information about our research problem and grew a more objective motivation to our 
project. The objective motivations: clarify whether or not one can be authentic, the culture of 
authenticity in today’s society, the historical aspect of authenticity, gather whether one can define 
authenticity, what are the consequences of today’s culture of authenticity, what does the culture of 
authenticity mean to the individual, understanding the development of authenticity in the aspect of 
the society and the history. Our approach in the first phase consisted of lectures taught by 
philosophers and sociologists, study literature that concerned our first problem definition, 
interviewing relevant individuals such as philosophers and sociologists and lastly making surveys of 
different peoples’ conception of authenticity. 
In the second phase of the process, we explored and documented our first problem definition, in 
order to make it more precise. So our first problem definition was changed to “what is the critique of 
the culture of the individualistic authenticity, and does the concept of individualistic authenticity still 
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have a future?”. After the changes, we further studied the ethics of authenticity and the development 
of the individual in the aspect of history as well as we studied, at that time, relevant philosophers who 
had written about the concept individualistic authenticity. We created our paper for the midterm 
seminar on our assumptions made upon the research we had. However, right before the midterm 
seminar our supervisor, Finn Guldmann, introduced us to a book called “Stå Fast” by Svend 
Brinkmann. This book changed our direction and our focus. The book presented various aspects of 
critique, which regarded individualistic culture in today’s society. 
In the third phase of the process, after the midterm seminar, we chose to stick with our main source 
and focus (the book by Svend Brinkmann), and a debate about his book came in handy. The 
participants in the debate had different academic backgrounds thus point of views, and they debated 
his statements made in his book. From there we started analyzing the book and the debate “Er tidens 
krav om selvudvikling djævlens værk”. In order for us to analyze the book and the debate, we became 
more aware of academic methods and theories that could help us produce the interpretations 
needed in order for us to conclude and later answer our problem definition. We further studied these 
elements and aspects given in the debate (i.e. Stoicism, coaching and positive psychology), and we 
were now able to narrow down our problem definition even more so to say “What is Svend 
Brinkmann’s critique in regards to the culture of individualistic authenticity, and does this concept still 
have a future”. This problem formulation was more clarified and as we analyzed it we began to draw 
conclusions. We recognize that the book “Problem-Oriented Project Work” advises one to define 
concepts, hypotheses or structuring questions. We experienced that defining concepts was a huge 
help for when we had to define our final problem definition.  
In the process of constructing our problem definition, we found great use of the ten requirements for 
a good problem formulation, which the book “Problem-Oriented Project Work” promotes. In regards 
to one of the requirements presented in the book, we found that our problem formulation contained 
two links; the first link was “Svend Brinkmann’s critique” and the other was “individualistic 
authenticity”. These two links we explored and we found their relation to be “the culture”, and the 
characteristic of the first link is that it effects the second link, e.g. The critique on the culture of 
individualism given by Svend Brinkmann affected our ideas about individualism thus individualistic 
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authenticity. Furthermore, our problem formulation contains a course of action. According to the 
book “Problem-Oriented Project Work”, it is important that we find our project interesting. We were 
all very interested in the project from the beginning, but we had a difficult time using our interest to 
benefit our project. Nevertheless, after we started working with “Stå Fast” we found it easier to use 
our interest to benefit the project through this particular book and perspective. We were now certain 
of our project and our process- how to finish the project. Our final problem formulation is consists of 
two questions, the first “What is Svend Brinkmann’s critique in regards to the culture of individualistic 
authenticity?” In addition, the second “Does this concept still have a future”. We are aware that the 
book “Problem-Oriented Project Work” advises that the problem formulation should only consist of 
one question. However, we feel that our problem formulation questions are very much linked 
together. The research we made about the critique of Svend Brinkmann, lead us to discuss the future 
of this culture.  
By investigating our problem formulation, we gained knowledge within the fields of two dimension 
courses. The problem definition allowed us to study within the academic fields of history and culture 
as well as of philosophy and science. For example, when investigating the formulation ‘what is Svend 
Brinkmann’s critique in regards to the culture of individualistic authenticity’, we studied and 
examined different concepts given such as individualism, culture and authenticity and they are all 
concepts of which take a philosophical dimension. Studying the culture of these concepts lead us to 
investigate in the field of culture, and by investigating the second part of our problem formulation 
“and does this concept still have a future” we were able to study within the field of history.  
It was important for us to get an understanding of the several concepts we were using. We used both 
RUC library, online databases and other research sources to gain knowledge. As the book, “Problem-
Oriented Project Work” implies one learns by writing, and as we did not have much knowledge of the 
subject, the literature we read and wrote about gave us a clear understanding of the concepts and 
helped us narrow down our problem definition. “Writing is more of a process than a project”, states 
the book “Problem-Oriented Project Work”, and this has most certainly helped us get an 
understanding of our project, furthermore also about the learning process.  
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A criteria for relevant literature that we used in our project was that it either had to be written by an 
academic researcher, a PhD graduate or the source used had to consist of facts, which one could find 
in another source, which was written by an academic reader etc. Our supervisor provided us with a 
few suggestions to literature. Nevertheless, we had a course at the RUC library, whom showed us how 
to search for literature on the database of RUC the library. Additionally, we had the pleasure of 
attending a lecture by Thomas and a RUC librarian who emphasized the importance in using only 
reliable sources, e.g. Wikipedia was not a reliable source. This has also inspired us to use the method 
‘source criticism’ on the relevant literature of which we have used to gain knowledge during our 
project work.  
In the beginning of our group work and process, we established a great set of rules called “The Ten 
Commandments” and we took different roles upon ourselves, which we on a common ground agreed 
to commit to. This was our co-operation agreement, which we created in order to clarify the 
members’ attitudes and expectations, just as the book advised to us. 
A keyword to a problem we have dealt with throughout our entire process is organization. We had 
different comprehensions of how organized our project work should be, but the book “Project-
Oriented Project Work” stated, ‘a lot of time is wasted in group work because group meetings are 
poorly organized or not organized at all’. In meetings, it is important to discuss the group’s way of 
working and thinking, as well as each member’s strengths and weaknesses. This makes it easier to 
discuss, plan and delegate responsibilities.” We tried this way and we discussed our different ways of 
working, however we never got to an agreement. Additionally we had different ideas of how an 
agenda would serve us productive meetings. Some of us tried to follow the advices provided by the 
book “Problem-Oriented Project Work” while other people from the group had a different idea of 
how to work as a group. Nonetheless, we kept setting an agenda for every group meeting as well as 
we tried to organize the meetings so we had prepared us and knew what we would be discussing at 
each meeting. Although, as some did not agree on that approach they did not follow the given 
instructions, which created meetings where some were prepared, and some were not. The book 
“Problem-Oriented Project Work” proposes that one use the three key requirements for 
communication, “Active listening, Statement rounds and making notes” in order to gain a process and 
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an environment where everyone can speak freely. Unfortunately, as we were some in the group who 
were more active than others were, this became a difficult task. Consequently the group members 
among conflicted and we needed a form of conflict resolution. We were lucky to have a meeting with 
our house-coordinator, Thomas Gitz, who helped us by illustrating the importance in describing and 
naming the conflicts for what they were. To further reflect upon the conflicts and what they 
constituted in, one can interpret that the cause of different ideas about how the group work should 
run, it affected and caused a lack of group attendance, which left some with a feeling of a lot more 
responsibility than fair and a lack of respect for fellow group members. We went through many 
phases to try to solve our problems. We tried different work processes, such as a brainstorm, working 
together in one big group, working alone and working together two-and-two. We learned that it was 
different from one to another how they worked best in a group, which lead us to the conclusion that 
it was up to the individual how they wanted to work with the project. We did try to solve the 
problems by talking about them with the individuals whom it concerned and by talking about it in an 
open forum. However, it only began to change for the better in the end of November - start of 
December. As aforementioned to establish focus and motivation, we tried using different techniques 
provided by the book. We made use of active listening; making notes as well as we tried to voice and 
name the current issues. These techniques unfortunately did not seem to work, and the problems did 
not seem to be acknowledged. On a last reflection, we have come to the agreement that we all made 
errors and we have all learned what to do better in next group/project work. 
Looking back on how we managed the project, we started by scheduling homework and group 
meetings from week to week, through a related plan that consisted of an agenda. In the first phase, 
the meetings worked well and most people showed up. However, regarding the homework we found 
difficulties with making that part work. It was often experienced that people showed up for meetings 
unprepared, and this lead to the fact that it became hard to keep focus when having the group 
meeting or discussions, if everyone wasn’t prepared and thus focused. This led us to having 
discussions that were not relevant for the project. Although, as our project became more focused so 
did the homework, and most of the group followed up on them and did their given work.  
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In December, we found it hard to gather all the written work, because of different understandings of 
how much time we each should spend on the project, and it constituted in some of the group’s 
members felt a lack of respect from fellow group members as some had to take on a lot of work, 
where others did not take any.  
The seminars, problem definition and midterm, gave us the opportunity to practice our techniques 
regarding giving and receiving feedback. By Thomas Gits we learned how to give feedback. Before 
attending the Midterm seminar, he taught us some techniques on how to give feedback. Among 
various techniques, he taught us that it was better to ask questions and start conversations rather 
than just give corrections and orders on how one thought another had to change something in their 
project work.  
Overall, even though we have dealt with challenges and differences, we think that we have learned a 
lot about ourselves as being group members. We have learned how to deal with some challenges and 
how to use different techniques when trying communicating in a group. Moreover, we are ready to 
recommit to a new group and a new project.  
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